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Chapter 171: I, Xuanyuan Jing, am not worthy of Yu Huang! 

I 

  

 

Professor Zhong was unable to heal his soul, so she could only cast placate on him to make him feel 

better. 

With Professor Zhong’s help, Xuanyuan Jing was temporarily revived, and his pale face gradually 

regained its color. Seeing that Xuanyuan Jing’s life was saved, Professor Zhong ran towards Jiang Wu. 

Gold Ingot saw that Xuanyuan Jing’s expression was no longer as painful, so he snorted and said slowly 

on purpose, “Xuanyuan Jing, you are a beast tamer at the peak of the late stage, and you even invited a 

healer with a late stage cultivation, yet you still couldn’t defeat my student Yu Huang…” 

“Since you’ve lost, you should accept your loss! Kneel down and apologize. Stop dawdling.” 

Seeing that Professor Jin was supporting her, Yu Huang immediately felt proud. 

Hearing Professor Jin’s words, Xuanyuan Jing, his eyes filled with pleading, instinctively looked towards 

Yu Huang. 

However, Yu Huang’s expression was cold, and she was unmoved. If not for the school rules, Yu Huang 

would probably even have the intention of killing him. How could she forgive him? 

Seeing this, Xuanyuan Jing knew there was no turning back. 

After understanding the situation, Xuanyuan Jing had no choice but to accept his fate. 

Xuanyuan Jing pressed his chest and struggled to stand up. He looked at Yu Huang deeply for a long 

while before clenching his fists and kneeling in front of her. 

Seeing Xuanyuan Jing really kneeling down, the entire central plaza was silent. 

Thousands of gazes landed on Xuanyuan Jing. 

Xuanyuan Jing, the young master of the Xuanyuan Clan, who had awakened his beast form at the age of 

15, had actually lost to a woman who had only awakened her beast form for less than a year! 

They really didn’t know if he should praise Yu Huang for being too powerful or scold Xuanyuan Jing for 

being too cowardly! 

After he knelt in front of Yu Huang, Xuanyuan Jing’s face was so pale that it looked like he had been 

smeared with a layer of foundation. His lips unconsciously moved up and down a dozen times before he 

managed to stammer out those words. 

“Yu Huang, I, Xuanyuan Jing, have let you down. I… am not worthy of you!” 

After a year and four months, Yu Huang finally used her own abilities to defeat Xuanyuan Jing, She 

showed everyone that even if she, Yu Huang, was disfigured and no longer a superstar, but was still 



someone that Xuanyuan Jing was not worthy of! 

The moment Xuanyuan Jing said this, the letter of challenge on the Disciplinary Hall’s wall disappeared 

word by word. 

As if she had come to a realization, Yu Huang suddenly looked up into the sky, and she finally revealed a 

relieved smile. After that, she couldn’t hold on any longer, and she knelt on the ground while spitting 

out a mouthful of blood! 

“Yu Huang!” 

Gold Ingot was the closest to Yu Huang. He was about to reach out to catch her when a blue shadow 

suddenly appeared in front of Yu Huang. 

Sheng Xiao knelt before Yu Huang and opened his arms to catch her. 

Yu Huang knocked her head against Sheng Xiao’s chest. 

Yu Huang was seriously injured. Her mind was disoriented, but she could hear Sheng Xiao’s heartbeat 

clearly. 

Thud! Thud! Thud! 

It was abnormal. 

Yu Huang said in a weak voice, “Your heart is beating so… fast…” 

Sheng Xiao’s heart was racing. He was so afraid of losing her. 

Sheng Xiao’s hands were trembling as he held Yu Huang’s shoulders. He said, “Yu Huang, hold on. I 

won’t let anything happen to you.” 

Yu Huang’s vision became more and more blurry. Before she lost consciousness, she said to Sheng Xiao, 

“I won. Where’s your confession?” After asking, Yu Huang fainted. 

Sheng Xiao held her in his arms and whispered something to her. Then, he turned to call Professor 

Zhong. “Professor Zhong! Come and examine her!” 

Professor Zhong immediately abandoned Jiang Wu and rushed towards Yu Huang. 

Without another word, Professor Zhong took out a healing pill from her interspatial ring and fed it to Yu 

Huang. Then, she said to Sheng Xiao, “Take her to the hospital. I will do a full body checkup for her.” 

“Okay.” 

Professor Zhong then said to the others, “Bring Xuanyuan and Jiang Wu to the medical department!” 

The medical center was located in the Healing Department. It was a five-storey building in a western-

style building. It was actually a school hospital. It had modern high-end medical equipment that could 

help the Healer work more efficiently. 

Sheng Xiao followed Professor Zhong’s instructions and placed Yu Huang on a small white bed. Then, he 

removed the metal mask and accessories on her face. 



Sheng Xiao removed the mask from Yu Huang’s face. Professor Zhong could finally see Yu Huang’s real 

face. Half of her face was beautiful and the other half was ugly. It was a combination that made people 

uncomfortable. 

Professor Zhong subconsciously frowned and sighed. Fate was unfair! 

She glanced at Sheng Xiao and saw that he was still calm and composed after seeing Yu Huang’s true 

appearance. Her admiration for Sheng Xiao deepened. 

“Her face…” 

Sheng Xiao explained, “It was a fire. It happened last year.” 

Professor Zhong nodded and pointed at the detector. “Push her into the detector.” 

“Okay.” 

Professor Zhong did a full-body checkup on Yu Huang, only to discover that Yu Huang’s internal organs 

had been injured to varying degrees. Many of the bones on her back were broken. 

She stared at the report that was analyzed by the detector and clicked her tongue twice. She stared at 

Yu Huang in admiration and sighed. “This girl is really resilient.” 

Ina situation where her injuries were so severe, she was still able to hold on to execute the Blazing 

Moon Art and beat Xuanyuan Jing until she was on his last breath. She was indeed a ruthless person. 

She was ruthless to others, but even more so to herself. 

‘When Sheng Xiao read the report, his expression turned sour. He looked nervous and asked anxiously, 

“Can her body be cured?” 

Professor Zhong smiled and said, “There’s no one that can’t be cured by me.” Healing-type beast tamers 

could cure all kinds of difficult diseases in the world, including cancer that medical technology couldn’t 

cure. 

“Ineed to get her undressed for treatment. Go wait outside.” 

“Okay.” 

Sheng Xiao left the treatment room and waited for two hours. 

‘When Professor Zhong came out, her face was pale. When she met Sheng Xiao’s concerned gaze, she 

waved her hand and said, “I’m fine. I’ll be fine after a day of meditation.” 

Sheng Xiao was relieved. He bowed to Professor Zhong. “Thank you, Professor Zhong.” 

Professor Zhong noticed that Sheng Xiao was looking into the room. She found it funny. “Yu Huang is 

fine too. She will recover after a month of rest. You can go in and see her now.” 

Sheng Xiao took a few steps toward the lounge. But, he retreated after a few steps. 

Professor Zhong was surprised to see Sheng Xiao return. “What’s wrong?” 

Sheng Xiao bowed to her again and said, “Professor Zhong, are you sure you can treat Yu Huang’s 

burns?” 



Professor Zhong’s gaze darkened. She said, “Actually, I tried it just now.” 

Sheng Xiao quickly asked, “What’s the result?” 

Professor Zhong shook her head and said, “Those aren’t ordinary burns. In my opinion, the burns on Yu 

Huang’s face seem to be caused by a fire-attribute Beast Tamer.” 

Sheng Xiao was stunned. 

“professor Zhong, how did you come to such a conclusion?” 

Professor Zhong said, “In this world, there are very few Beast Tamers who are lucky enough to grasp the 

power of nature, just like how Yu Huang can control the Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame. And the person 

who harmed Yu Huang should also be a Beast Tamer who is good at controlling fire. And once 

this flame harms someone, it will be permanent and irreparable.” 

“Even our healing powers can’t heal her burns.” 

Sheng Xiao frowned after hearing the explanation. He could not figure out who Yu Huang had offended 

that would attract the revenge of the beast tamer. 

At the thought that Yu Huang would never be able to take off her mask and live a normal life, Sheng Xiao 

felt terrible. Sheng Xiao was unwilling to give up. He asked Professor Zhong, “Is there no other way to 

treat the wound on her face?” 

Professor Zhong revealed a hesitant expression. “There is…” 

“What is it?” Sheng Xiao seemed to have seen the light. His eyes lit up. He asked anxiously, “Professor 

Zhong, please tell me.” 

Professor Zhong was glad to see Sheng Xiao’s reaction. 

Professor Zhong asked Sheng Xiao, “Do you know about Cong Lang Mystic Realm?” 

“Cong Lang Mystic Realm?” Sheng Xiao asked thoughtfully. “Professor Zhong, are you talking about the 

mystic realm that only appears once every 15 years?” 

“That’s right.” Nodding his head, Professor Zhong continued, “I’ve read about the Cong Lang Mystic 

Realm before. According to the records, there’s an ice spring in that mystic realm, and there’s a kind of 

baby fish living inside. This baby fish has the body of a fish, and the baby’s limbs and cheeks. There 

was once a Beast Tamer who lost a hand in the mystic realm. He accidentally ate a baby fish and actually 

grew a new arm.” 

“This baby fish probably has a miraculous effect of regenerating flesh and blood. Perhaps you can try 

your luck in the mystic realm. Of course, this is just my guess. I can’t guarantee whether it will work or 

not.” 

‘Whether it was useful or not, Sheng Xiao still wanted to explore the mysterious place. He cupped his 

hands and said, “Thank you, Professor Zhong.” 

“Well, you can go see her.” 

“Okay.” 

‘When Sheng Xiao walked into the lounge, he saw Yu Huang lying on the single bed with a pale face. 



Professor Zhong placed the mask on the bedside table. Sheng Xiao stood by the bed and looked at Yu 

Huang’s face seriously. Suddenly, he reached out and gently rubbed Yu Huang’s right cheek. 

The burn scars were uneven to the touch. 

There wasn’t a girl who didn’t want to live beautifully. 

“Don’t worry. I’ll fix your face.” 

Sheng Xiao sat down beside the bed and held Yu Huang’s hand. He realized that Yu Huang’s body was 

extremely cold. It must be because she had bled too much. 

Sheng Xiao opened the blanket and covered Yu Huang. He was worried that the blanket was too thin, so 

he took off his coat and laid down on the other side of the bed. Then, he gently hugged Yu Huang. 

People who had lost too much blood always slept a lot. Yu Huang slept the entire time, and only when 

the sun was about to rise did her body fully recover. 

Sheng Xiao got up from the bed when he noticed that Yu Huang was getting warm. He covered her with 

his coat before he opened the door and walked out. 

As soon as she opened the door, she saw Sheng Yang, who was cowering outside. 

1 

Sheng Xiao raised his eyebrows. “Why aren’t you going in?” 

Sheng Yang stuck out her tongue at him and whispered, “Why don’t I go in? Don’t you know?” God 

knew how shocked she was when she pushed open the door and was about to go in and saw her 

brother lying on Yu Huang’s bed.. 

Chapter 172: Within Two Moves, I Will Make You Cry 

  

 

Sheng Yang glared at Sheng Xiao and explained, “I was going to go in, but I pushed the door open and 

saw you sleeping with Yu Huang. I was afraid that I would see something inappropriate, so I stood guard 

outsid 

She was standing in the corridor to keep a lookout for Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang. She was afraid that 

someone else might barge in and see something they should not have. 

Sheng Xiao nodded and took a step back to let Sheng Yang in. “Alright, go in.” 

Sheng Yang stepped in. Seeing that Yu Huang was still unconscious, she suddenly turned around and 

scolded Sheng Xiao sternly. “Brother, you can’t take advantage of her secretly. She is my friend.” 

Sheng Xiao felt a little awkward. He coughed unnaturally and said, “I won’t.” He paused for a while and 

continued, “You don’t have to go to the arena today. You can stay here with Yu Huang.” 

Sheng Yang rolled her eyes and pursed her lips. “I didn’t plan to go to the arena anyway. We’ve used up 

all our points. Na Luo and I are going to the Mission Hall to collect our mission cards to earn points. It’s 



fine if you let me take care of Yu Huang here, but I can’t do it without any compensation.” 

Sheng Yang stretched out her right hand and said weakly, “20 points.” 

Sheng Xiao snorted coldly. “You’ve grown up.” Although he said that, he still took out his point card and 

gave Sheng Yang 20 points. 

After Sheng Yang received the points, she smiled at Sheng Xiao immediately. “Tl stay here tomorrow to 

take care of her.” 

Sheng Xiao sneered. “It’s not your turn!” Today was the last day of the competition. Sheng Xiao would 

be fighting in the arena. Otherwise, Sheng Yang would not be taking care of Yu Huang. 

Sheng Yang stuck out her tongue and closed the door. When she turned around, she saw Yu Huang 

staring at her with her round eyes. 

Sheng Yang exclaimed, “You were pretending to be asleep just now!” 

Yu Huang didn’t deny it. 

Sheng Yang immediately felt that she was being nosy. Between her brother and Yu Huang, one wanted 

to take advantage of the other, while the other was willing to be taken advantage of. What was she 

worried about? 

Sheng Yang noticed that Yu Huang was not wearing her mask. She stared at Yu Huang’s face openly for a 

moment before asking, “Can your face still be cured?” 

Yu Huang looked at her with a spurious smile and asked Sheng Yang, “What? If I can’t be cured, are your 

parents going to stop me from being with your brother because I’m ugly?” 

Sheng Yang quickly waved her hand and explained, “Of course not, my mother is your fan!” 

Sheng Yang walked to the side of the bed and sat down. She held Yu Huang’s hand and told her about 

her mother’s obsession with Yu Huang. 

She treated everyone to tickets to watch her movie, she collected DVDs of her movies, and every time 

there was a young lad or young lady celebrating their birthday, they would treat Yu Huang’s 

merchandise as a gift. 

Allin all, there were so many funny things that Yu Huang couldn’t help but want to see her mother. 

Her future mother-in-law was a die-hard fan of hers. This was quite interesting. 

After Sheng Yang finished speaking, she sighed again. “After your disfigurement, my mother was very 

sad, she even found many healing medicines and sent them to your management company. Oh right, 

did you receive those medicines?” 

Yu Huang shook her head. “No, the company didn’t give it to me.” 

The agency was opportunistic. 

Before Yu Huang was disfigured, she was the biggest moneymaker in the entire company. After Yu 

Huang was disfigured, the company followed the principle of making the best use of everything. They 



also wanted to use her disfigurement to hype things up and profit off of her. 

Who knew that Yu Huang’s attitude would be so arrogant? She left the industry just like that. The 

company was so angry that they smashed her office. Naturally, those parcels would not end up in Yu 

Huang’s hands. 

Sheng Yang also guessed that those things would not reach Yu Huang’s hands. She said, “When it’s the 

holidays, I’ll bring you back to Yufu City. My mother will be very happy to see you.” 

Sheng Yang held Yu Huang’s hand and talked for a while. When she saw that Yu Huang was tired, she 

said, “Then quickly sleep. I’ll stay here with you. Call me if you need anything.” 

“Alright.” Yu Huang thought of something and asked Sheng Yang, “How is Xuanyuan Jing?” 

The moment she heard Xuanyuan Jing’s name, Sheng Yang couldn’t help spit. She scolded angrily, “Why 

are you still concerned about that dog? He’s not a human. His cultivation is higher than yours, so he 

already has a huge advantage fighting with you, yet he still has the face to invite a healer to help. 

What a disgrace to men!” 

Yu Huang waited for Sheng Yang to finish cursing before saying, “I was just afraid that I would 

accidentally kill him and get retribution from the Xuanyuan Clan.” 

“What’s there to be afraid of? You’re a student of the Divine Realm Academy, the only dual cultivator on 

the Divine Continent! No matter how powerful the Xuanyuan Clan is, they only have two thousand years 

of history on the Holy Spirit Continent. The Divine Realm Academy is the only high school with 

ten thousand years of history! Our academy isn’t afraid of the Xuanyuan Clan!” 

Furthermore, Yu Huang was the great benefactor of the Sheng Clan. If the Xuanyuan Clan really wanted 

to cause trouble for Yu Huang, her father would not sit by idly. 

Yu Huang laughed as well. “As long as he’s not dead.” 

“Hmph!” 

Yu Huang was really exhausted. After hearing Sheng Yang’s curses, she fell asleep again. 

Seeing that Yu Huang had fallen asleep, Sheng Yang did not dare to make any more noise. She sat cross-

legged on the small bed. 

She had to cultivate hard and strive to defeat Na Luo next time! 

Today was the last day of the group arena competition and was also the day of the Challenger League. 

On this day, the battle was extremely intense. The three-thousand-meter arena had been shattered by 

the students several times. In the afternoon, the square was full of cracks, as if a huge earthquake had 

occurred. 

‘When the sky was about to darken, the Challenger League finally came to an end. The top ten rankings 

on the expert rankings didn’t change at all, but the top 50 rankings seemed to have changed drastically. 

Xuanyuan Jing had already been ranked 497th on the academy’s expert rankings, and after Yu Huang 

defeated Xuanyuan Jing yesterday, she replaced him. 

Although she was ranked at the bottom of the list, she was the first student from the Divine Realm 

Academy to enter the list of experts as a new student. Even Sheng Xiao had only reached the bottom of 



the list when he was in his second year. 

Yu Huang was the most impressive. 

Xuanyuan Chen was still ranked second on the list. According to the rules, he had to challenge Sheng 

Xiao. 

Although Xuanyuan Chen had always been defeated by Sheng Xiao, he was still able to hold on for thirty 

to forty minutes in the past. 

However, ever since Sheng Xiao broke through his cultivation level last year and became a Supreme 

Master, Xuanyuan Chen would only end up being tortured when he fought with Sheng Xiao. 

Even so, Xuanyuan Chen was not afraid to fight. 

Xuanyuan Chen landed on the arena and cupped his fists at Sheng Xiao. “Xuanyuan Chen, I request to 

fight Senior Sheng Xiao!” 

Sheng Xiao flew to the arena and stood opposite Xuanyuan Chen. He stared at Xuanyuan Chen for a 

while and suddenly said, “I remember that you are Xuanyuan Jing’s cousin.” 

Xuanyuan Chen’s expression stiffened. 

Xuanyuan Chen thought of Xuanyuan Jing’s shameless behavior yesterday and felt embarrassed and 

guilty. “Senior Sheng, he is him and I am me. Are you going to take your anger out on me because of 

Xuanyuan Jing’s actions? I’m different from him.” 

However, Sheng Xiao, who had always been fair and just, was not going to let him off easily today. He 

said, “You are both surnamed Xuanyuan. In my opinion, you are the same.” 

“Puck…” Even Xuanyuan Chen could not help but curse. 

Sheng Xiao raised two fingers. “Tl make you cry in two moves.” 

Xuanyuan Chen blushed at Sheng Xiao’s insult. “Sheng Xiao, don’t be too arrogant!” Then, he summoned 

his beast form. 

Similar to Liuli Feng, Xuanyuan Chen also had a rare pure weapon beast form. His beast form was a 

heavy broadsword. The blade was pure black and the head of the blade was in the shape of a skeleton. 

There were complicated patterns on the blade. 

This blade was called the Devil-Slaying Saber, and was a rarely seen weapon. 

Sheng Xiao summoned the Black Qing Sky Dragon and started fighting with Xuanyuan Chen. 

As the number one and number two masters of the academy’s expert rankings, their final battle had 

always been the most anticipated match for the teachers and students of the entire school. However, 

there was an exception this year. Xuanyuan Jing and Yu Huang, the resentful exes, overshadowed them. 

Sheng Xiao and Xuanyuan Chen made their powerful moves. 

Each of their moves was filled with a destructive aura. The spectating students were afraid of being 

accidentally injured, so they left the spectator stands and ran into the distant forest to watch the battle. 

On the stage— 



Sheng Xiao held the Dragon Sword tightly with one hand as he stood in the air. The Black Qing Sky 

Dragon roared at the sky. His roar caused ripples in the air. 

Sheng Xiao became the center of the world. The power of the dragon surged toward him. 

The sword energy from the Dragon Sword pierced through the clouds. Sheng Xiao held the sword in 

both hands and slashed at Xuanyuan Chen. He shouted in an imposing manner, “One sword to pierce 

through the clouds!” 

The black sword’s energy cut a hole about 100 feet wide in the sky and headed straight for Xuanyuan 

Chen. 

Xuanyuan Chen held the Dragon Slaying Saber with both hands. As he retreated, he raised the saber and 

drew a triangular rune in front of him. “It’s impregnable!” 

He threw the triangular rune into the sky and chose to face Sheng Xiao’s attack head-on. The triangular 

rune enlarged endlessly in the sky and became a solid triangle. 

‘The triangular body was flying at a high speed. It split into three sides to block Sheng Xiao’s attack. 

Xuanyuan Chen was already sweating profusely by the time he did that. On the other hand, Sheng Xiao’s 

expression did not change at all. 

“Is it impregnable?” Sheng Xiao sneered. “Then, I will destroy your fort today and make it bleed like a 

river!” Then, a pair of black dragon horns appeared on Sheng Xiao’s head. His neck and arms were 

covered with hard black dragon scales. 

At that moment, Sheng Xiao’s aura became domineering and cold. 

Seeing that, Xuanyuan Chen tightened his grip on the Demon Slaying Saber. 

After becoming a Supreme Master, Sheng Xiao’s energy was like an abyss. No one could see through him 

or defeat him. 

“One with the sword!” 

Sheng Xiao threw the Dragon Sword into the deep space. The Dragon Sword turned into a black Atlas 

Dragon and dived down towards Sheng Xiao. 

Sheng Xiao opened his arms and merged with Black Qing Sky Dragon while enduring the pain. 

Under everyone’s shocked gaze, the Black Qing Sky Dragon and Sheng Xiao successfully merged. Sheng 

Xiao’s body tumed illusory, making him look fierce and sinister. 

“One Sword Slashes the Heavens!” 

Sheng Xiao suddenly charged toward the triangle. The dragon horn on his head broke through the wall 

of the triangle! 

Bang! 

Xuanyuan Chen’s impregnable fortress instantly shattered into fragments that filled the sky.. 



Chapter 173: I Will Kill Whoever Bullies Yu Huang! 

  

 

Sheng Xiao rushed out from the debris. He and Black Qing Sky Dragon were split into two once again. 

They descended from the sky with a sword in one hand. 

Sheng Xiao stood upside down on top of Xuanyuan Chen. The tip of his sword was three inches above 

Xuanyuan Chen’s head. He looked at Xuanyuan Chen coldly. 

Xuanyuan Chen subconsciously knelt down. He slowly raised his head and saw the sword hanging above 

his head, as well as the cold eyes of the sword wielder. His breathing instantly became hurried. 

“Senior, Senior Sheng, I-I lost.” Xuanyuan Chen had the feeling that Sheng Xiao would behead him if he 

did not admit defeat. 

“Tell your master, Xuanyuan Shen, that if he dares to take revenge on Yu Huang, I will kill the number 

one genius of the Xuanyuan clan!” Sheng Xiao put away his sword and flew out of the ring on his sword. 

Xuanyuan Chen watched him fly away with a bitter expression. 

‘Was this how Sheng Xiao was really like? 

He was arrogant and brazen. 

Xuanyuan Chen put away his Demon-Slaying Saber and stood up slowly. He said to the referee, 

“Xuanyuan Chen versus Sheng Xiao. Xuanyuan Chen lost!” This was the 56th time he lost to Sheng Xiao. 

It was indeed embarrassing. 

Seeing Xuanyuan Chen’s pale face, the referee patted his shoulder sympathetically and said, “Child, you 

will graduate next year. Bear with it a few more times and you will graduate.” 

He might as well not have been comforted. 

The battle between Sheng Xiao and Xuanyuan Chen had ended. It meant that the competitions had 

ended completely. 

The students walked towards the flying platform in twos and threes. They sat on the birds and just as 

they flew into the sky, they realized that the white clouds above them had suddenly turned into dark 

clouds. 

Dark clouds loomed overhead with lightning flashing. It was unnerving. 

“What’s going on?!” 

Professor Mu, who was flying at the front, noticed the change in the sky. She quickly raised her right 

hand and ordered, “Stop!” 

Upon hearing Professor Mu’s command, the bird trainer lowered his head and whispered in the bird’s 

ear at the same time. The birds all stopped upon receiving the bird trainer’s order. 



More than a thousand birds were hovering in the sky and prohibited from moving forward. This was a 

scene that could only be seen in science fiction movies. 

“professor Mu, why did the weather suddenly change?” 

Professor Mu looked up at the dark clouds overhead. She tilted her head and said to Professor Zhong, 

who was on another bird, “Professor Zhong, look at the phenomenon in the sky. Doesn’t it look like 

tribulation lightning?” 

Everyone was shocked. 

That deep valley could reduce the power of tribulation lightning. 

Professor Zhong’s last breakthrough came suddenly and she was caught off guard. That was why she 

was baptized by the lightning tribulation in the school field. 

‘As soon as she heard the words ‘tribulation lightning’, Professor Zhong trembled in fear. She 

immediately recalled the terrifying experience of being struck by tribulation lightning that day. 

She seemed to smell her own flesh being burnt by lightning. 

Drops of rain fell from the dark clouds. Professor Zhong caught a drop of rain and sniffed it. 

She could indeed smell the scent of tribulation lightning. 

Professor Zhong looked at Professor Mu, nodded, and told her, “This is indeed the aura of tribulation 

lightning.” 

“Is it really the Tribulation Lightning? Who’s going to advance again?” Usually, when Beast Tamers were 

about to advance, they would head to the Divine Realm Academy’s Lightning Tribulation Valley in 

advance to enter seclusion. 

Everyone looked around and realized that other than the dean who was in seclusion, everyone else was 

here. 

Gold Ingot said, “All the professors and faculty are here. I see that the lightning tribulation is heading 

towards the academy. Could it be that a student is going to undergo tribulation?” 

After saying that, Gold Ingot’s expression suddenly changed. “Could it be Yu Huang?!” However, Yu 

Huang was still at the intermediate-stage of the Scholar realm. There was no reason for her to get the 

lightning tribulation of a Master at this moment. 

“Is it Sheng Xiao?” 

“That’s even more impossible. Sheng Xiao is a beginner-stage Supreme Master.” 

“Then who could it be?” 

Suddenly, Professor Zhong’s expression changed and she exclaimed, “It’s Xuanyuan Jing!” 

Xuanyuan Jing? 

Gold Ingot slapped her thigh and said with an ambivalent expression, “That kid’s cultivation suddenly 

advanced by leaps and bounds two days ago. He’s already at the peak of a late-stage Scholar. Maybe 

he’s really going to undergo tribulation.” 



Professor Zhong nodded and said, “When I examined Xuanyuan Jing last night, I found a chaotic and 

violent energy in his body. I only thought that it was because he was severely injured that the energy 

was in disorder. Who knew that he was going to undergo tribulation!” 

The professors’ words were heard by the other students, and it caused a heated discussion among the 

third grade Combat Department students. 

“A few days ago, Xuanyuan Jing was clearly still at the late stage of the Scholar realm. He disappeared 

for a day or two and when he reappeared, he was already at the peak of the late stage. How did his 

cultivation rise so quickly?” 

“Could he have used some unorthodox method?” 

Lin Qingqing subconsciously retorted, “What nonsense are you spouting?!” 

Seeing that silly girl Lin Qingqing was still defending Xuanyuan Jing, Zheng Kai couldn’t stand it anymore. 

Zheng Kai rebutted Lin Qingqing loudly, “What do you mean nonsense! Before the competition, the 

person who told Yu Huang that he wouldn’t bring a support master was Xuanyuan Jing. In the end, the 

person who went back on his words was also Xuanyuan Jing. Xuanyuan Jing was afraid of Yu Huang’s 

abilities and in order to defeat her, he purposely used unorthodox methods to raise his abilities. It’s not 

impossible!” 

“You, you!” Lin Qingqing called him ‘you’ several times, but she couldn’t say anything to defend 

Xuanyuan Jing. 

It was truly because Xuanyuan Jing’s actions yesterday were too despicable. Even Lin Qingqing couldn’t 

continue to defend Xuanyuan Jing. 

‘As everyone was talking, they saw the dark clouds in the sky gathering above the Healing Department’s 

medical building. Seeing this, Professor Zhong said, “It really is Xuanyuan Jing.” 

Professor Mu immediately ordered the bird manipulator behind her. “The power of the tribulation 

lightning is boundless. To avoid being affected, all the birds will immediately land. All students, protect 

yourselves!” 

“Yes!” 

After making the necessary arrangements, Professor Mu flew towards the Healing Department on her 

sword alone. Gold Ingot was worried about Yu Huang, so he flew over with Professor Zhong. 

Sheng Yang could hear a strong wind blowing outside the window. When she opened her eyes, she saw 

dark clouds gathering outside the window. Lightning flashed. 

It was going to rain soon? 

At this moment, the lounge door was suddenly pushed open from the outside. 

Sheng Xiao walked in with big strides and went straight to the bed. He pulled Yu Huang into his arms and 

said to Sheng Yang, “Leave the medical building now. Xuanyuan Jing is going to undergo his tribulation!” 

Sheng Yang had personally witnessed the power of the tribulation lightning. Even a master like Professor 

Zhong was almost dead from it. She did not dare to stay in the medical building and wait to be struck. 



Sheng Xiao and his sister brought Yu Huang to safety. It was quite bumpy and Yu Huang woke up. 

At that moment, they had already walked out of the medical building. When Yu Huang opened her eyes, 

she saw layers of dark clouds above her head. Thunder rumbled in the dark clouds, and it was terrifying. 

“What is it?” 

Sheng Xiao hugged her as they walked. “It’s tribulation lightning.” 

Yu Huang guessed what was going on. “Xuanyuan Jing is going to undergo tribulation?” 

Sheng Xiao nodded. 

‘When he saw that the tribulation lightning was about to strike down, he felt that it was too slow to 

walk, so he simply let the flying machine fly and said to Sheng Yang, “Hug me!” 

Sheng Yang grabbed her brother’s waist and jumped into the aircraft. The three of them flew to the field 

hundreds of meters away. Sheng Xiao sat on the field and let Yu Huang lean in his arms. 

The three of them raised their heads and looked at the layers of dark clouds in the sky above the 

medical building. Their expressions were all very grave. Xuanyuan Jing was severely injured and now, he 

was facing tribulation for the master level. He was probably doomed. 

At this moment, Xuanyuan Jing’s body was like a block of ice. 

Ever since he was severely injured yesterday afternoon, the spirit energy in his body had become 

chaotic. The demonic energy that he had yet to successfully convert into spirit energy started to stir. 

Demonic power flowed through his limbs and bones, as if it wanted to break out of his body and free 

itself. 

Xuanyuan Jing was frustrated. If he had known that this demonic power was so overbearing, he 

wouldn’t have taken the risk. 

Xuanyuan Jing clenched his fists and silently resisted the attacks of the demonic power. At this moment, 

dark clouds suddenly appeared outside the window. Lightning was running in the clouds and reflected 

on the window glass like the smile of a devil. 

The energy in his body became violent, as if something terrifying was about to come. Xuanyuan Jing felt 

like his body was about to explode. As he looked at the dark clouds and thunderclaps in the sky, a 

terrifying conjecture suddenly popped up in his mind. 

Could it be that he was going to break through to become a Master? 

That level 6 Monster Core had actually helped him break through to the level of a Master! 

Xuanyuan Jing was ecstatic! 

But soon, his face turned pale. 

He’d suffered a crushing defeat to Yu Huang yesterday, and his body had suffered heavy injuries that 

hadn’t healed yet. Now, the demonic energy within his body was protesting. Under such circumstances, 

how could he resist the might of the tribulation lightning? 

Xuanyuan Jing panicked. 



He clutched the sheet beneath him and struggled to his feet. He staggered toward the open door. 

He could not sit back and do nothing! 

He could not wait to die in the medical room! 

Xuanyuan Jing picked up a broom and stumbled out of the medical room with it. He ran towards the 

field. 

He thought that Professor Mu and the rest would definitely notice the abnormality here. 

He was the young master of the Xuanyuan Clan. The school definitely would not watch him die! He had 

to run to the field and wait for help. He could not just sit there and wait for death! 

In the sky, the tribulation lightning was about to take form, and the muffled thunder became bursts of 

shocking thunder. The tribulation lightning kept following Xuanyuan Jing, and when it was fully formed, 

it would strike down at Xuanyuan Jing! 

Xuanyuan Jing endured the pain in his body and ran to the field. 

‘When Sheng Xiao saw Xuanyuan Jing running to the field, he lowered his head and scolded, “Idiot!” 

Then, he hugged Yu Huang with one hand and Sheng Yang with the other. He quickly summoned Black 

Qing Sky Dragon and hid ina safer place. 

‘When he finally reached the field, Xuanyuan Jing no longer had the strength to run. 

He threw away the broom and sat down cross-legged in the middle of the field. After sitting down, he 

did not circulate his spiritual power to resist the tribulation lightning. Instead, he opened his arms and 

shouted in the direction of Professor Mu and the others, “Professor Mu! Professor Mu, save me!” 

Professor Mu and the rest quickly flew towards Xuanyuan Jing. When they were still six to seven 

hundred meters away from Xuanyuan Jing, the tribulation lightning was finally fully formed! 

Boom! 

A dragon-shaped tribulation lightning swooped down from the dark clouds. Its body was twenty feet 

thick! 

Tribulation lightning was also something that adapted to the situation. During tribulation, the more 

powerful the energy in one’s body was, the more powerful it would be.. 

Chapter 174: A Jerk Will Really Be Killed By Lightning 

  

 

Xuanyuan Jing swallowed a level six Monster Core. The resentment in that Monster Core was huge, so 

the demonic power it produced was naturally majestic and strong, At this moment, in the eyes of the 

tribulation lightning, Xuanyuan Jing was just a walking energy body that was extremely plump and 

delicious. 

The lightning tribulation was twenty feet wide, and it was even more powerful than the lightning 

tribulation that Professor Zhong had triggered that day. Professor Mu and the others, not daring to 



approach the lightning tribulation, all cautiously stopped. 

That was tribulation lightning that could severely injure even the principal! 

Xuanyuan Jing saw Professor Mu and the rest stop and knew that they had abandoned him. 

Xuanyuan Jing cursed with bloodshot eyes. “You are all a bunch of sanctimonious hypocrites! All these 

years, the Xuanyuan Clan has given Divine Realm Academy many benefits. Is this how you repay us?” 

Professor Mu was a Grand Master, yet he was called a hypocrite by Xuanyuan Jing. Professor Mu, who 

had originally planned to risk his life to fight the lightning tribulation for him, was also angry now, so he 

simply stood far away to watch the commotion. 

Who didn’t withstand a tribulation with their own abilities? 

In this world, there were many Beast Tamers who had fallen because of tribulations. 

If he died, it would be because of his own competence. 

Xuanyuan Jing saw that Professor Mu was really going to stand by and do nothing, and his heart was 

filled with despair. He hurriedly took out many defensive treasures from his interspatial ring. Xuanyuan 

Jing placed all of them above his head while hoping that they could help him take away some of the 

power of the tribulation lightning. 

After doing all of this, Xuanyuan Jing hurriedly released his beast form protective shield and raised his 

head to look at the sky while revealing a look of despair and fear. 

Boom! 

The tribulation lightning swooped down and struck Xuanyuan Jing’s head. 

Bang! Bang! 

The treasures used by Xuanyuan Jing to block the attacks instantly tuned into nothingness under the 

tribulation lightning. 

Seeing this, Xuanyuan Jing closed his eyes in despair. 

Crack! 

The tribulation lightning shattered Xuanyuan Jing’s protective shield! 

After losing all his protection, Xuanyuan Jing’s corporeal body was instantly struck by the tribulation 

lightning, His black hair stood on end, and his skin and flesh were torn apart. His clothes were also 

tattered. 

He had never been in such a sorry state before. 

Xuanyuan Jing collapsed to the ground with his last breath. He opened his eyes and saw Sheng Xiao and 

Yu Huang standing in the sky. 

Seeing him in such a sorry state, Yu Huang should be happy. 

Heh. 



There was only one tribulation lightning for the Master level, so the tribulation lightning left after 

striking Xuanyuan Jing. 

In the sky, Sheng Yang was frightened by what she saw. She grabbed Sheng Xiao’s sleeve tightly and 

murmured, “I used to hear that scumbags would be struck by lightning. This is the first time I’ve seen a 

scumbag being struck by lightning.” 

Yu Huang stared at Xuanyuan Jing and also felt that this was ridiculous. Who would have thought that 

Xuanyuan Jing would actually get his punishment when he was severely injured? 

Seeing that the tribulation lightning had ended and the sky was gradually clearing up, Professor Mu flew 

to the field with Professor Zhong. 

Professor Zhong hurriedly fed a high-grade healing medicine to Xuanyuan Jing. Xuanyuan Jing hurriedly 

swallowed the healing medicine and glared at Professor Mu with hatred, as if saying, “Just you wait!” 

Professor Mu frowned. He stood up and said to Professor Zhong, “Professor Zhong, please try your best 

to treat Student Xuanyuan. I will inform the patriarch of the Xuanyuan Clan and tell him that Xuanyuan 

Jing suffered from lightning tribulation. His injuries are severe and he needs to go home to rest 

for a few months.” 

It was good that he didn’t die. 

Professor Zhong lowered her head and said, “Okay.” 

Professor Zhong examined Xuanyuan Jing and noticed that there was a lingering demonic power in his 

body. He instantly guessed what was going on with this brat’s sudden increase in cultivation. 

She sat down cross-legged to treat Xuanyuan Jing’s injuries and successfully saved his life. Her face also 

showed signs of fatigue. “Alright, Xuanyuan Jing, rest well for a few months and you will recover.” 

Xuanyuan Jing thanked Professor Zhong weakly. 

Professor Zhong stared at Xuanyuan Jing for a long time before saying, “Child, listen to my advice. If you 

don’t want your cultivation to stop here, don’t be in a hurry to continue raising your cultivation. Even 

though Monster Cores can help people raise their cultivation quickly, demonic power is still an 

external force. Using external forces to raise your cultivation isn’t the right path of cultivation.” 

Seeing that Professor Zhong had seen through his secret, Xuanyuan Jing was a little embarrassed. He 

didn’t quibble and only said with a muffled voice, “Thank you for your warning, Professor Zhong.” 

“TIl take you to bed.” 

Xuanyuan Jing was too injured to leave, so Professor Zhong personally carried him back to the medical 

room. 

Sheng Xiao sent Yu Huang back to the medical room. 

Sheng Xiao sat by the bed and covered Yu Huang with a blanket. Seeing that Sheng Yang was still there, 

Sheng Xiao said to her, “It’s time to eat. Go and eat.” 

Sheng Yang knew that Sheng Xiao was going to chase her away. She asked Yu Huang, “Yu Huang, what 

do you want to eat? I’ll get it for you.” 

Yu Huang was about to reply when Sheng Xiao said, “I’l serve it to her later.” 



Sheng Yang stuck out her tongue and jogged away. 

Sheng Xiao heard footsteps coming from the corridor. He knew that they were people who went to visit 

Xuanyuan Jing. 

He closed the door before returning to Yu Huang’s bedside. “From what Professor Zhong said, Xuanyuan 

Jing took the risk to absorb the power of the Monster Core in order to defeat you.” 

Yu Huang was puzzled. She told Sheng Xiao, “My wings were obtained by absorbing the Monster Core of 

the Vermilion Bird. I absorbed the Monster Core too. Why didn’t I experience the same thing as him?” 

Sheng Xiao thought for a while and said, “Maybe it’s because his heart is not calm. The Monster Core is 

domineering to begin with. If a person is agitated and uses the Monster Core to increase their 

cultivation level, they might suffer a backlash from the demonic power.” 

“Isee.” 

The room suddenly became quiet. Sheng Xiao found something to say. “Professor Zhong has seen your 

face. She thinks that your face was not burned by ordinary flames.” 

Yu Huang was slightly stunned when she heard this. 

She was a smart person and immediately understood everything. “So the person who set me on fire was 

a Beast Tamer who can control fire.” 

“Yeah.” 

“Does that mean that my face can’t be restored?” Yu Huang touched her bumpy face and felt somewhat 

disappointed. 

Sheng Xiao could not bear to see her sad. So, he told her, “Professor Zhong told me that there is a kind 

of baby fish in Cong Lang Mystic Realm. This kind of fish can give birth to new flesh and blood. I will go to 

Cong Lang Mystic Realm to hunt baby fish for you.” 

“Cong Lang Mystic Realm?” Yu Huang asked Sheng Xiao. “Where is it?” 

“This mystic realm appears randomly once every 15 years. Cong Lang Mystic Realm should reappear 

next October.” 

Yu Huang asked again, “Can anyone enter the mystic realm?” 

“Of course, there are requirements,” Sheng Xiao told Yu Huang. “The Cong Lang Mystic Realm was built 

by a Beast Tamer named Prime Master Cong Lang. He was a Space Beast Tamer. He hid all his treasures 

and techniques in the Cong Lang Mystic Realm.” 

“Due to the limited space of the mystic realm, it could not accommodate too many people at once. 

Therefore, when the mystic realm opened, only three thousand people were allowed to enter. The one 

hundred universities on the Holy Spirit Continent took up one thousand spots. The remaining two 

thousand spots belonged to the various large family clans and individual cultivators. In the past years, in 

order to compete for the qualifications to enter the Cong Lang Mystic Realm, everyone fought to the 

death.” 



Yu Huang couldn’t help but find it strange. She said, “These 3,000 people couldnt all be aiming for 

cultivation techniques and treasures, right?” 

After all, with the large cultivation families involved, it was impossible for the secret cultivators to obtain 

these treasures and cultivation techniques. 

Even so, everyone still insisted on fighting to the death to enter the mystic realm. Presumably, this 

mystic realm had other outstanding aspects. 

“They are after the Spirit Gathering Tree.” 

“spirit Gathering Tree?” This was the blind spot of Yu Huang’s knowledge again. “What is a Spirit 

Gathering Tree?” 

Sheng Xiao said, “After some of the Prime Masters died, a Spirit Gathering Tree would grow in the place 

where their bodies were buried. The tree was filled with the Prime Master’s spiritual energy. The Spirit 

Gathering Tree is rich in spiritual energy. One month of cultivation there is equivalent to three 

years in the outside world. Therefore, most people fight for the spot because of the Spirit Gathering 

Tree.” 

After the introduction, Sheng Xiao asked Yu Huang, “Do you want to go?” 

However, Yu Huang said, “Why is it that only a portion of the Prime Masters will give birth to a Soul Tree 

after they die?” 

Sheng Xiao was stunned by her question. He did not know the real reason but he did not want Yu Huang 

to think that he was ignorant. So, he said, “This… might be a matter of probability.” 

Yu Huang said, “It shouldn’t be a matter of probability. There must be another reason.” 

“Of course there’s another reason.” The voice came from outside. 

They both turned to look at the door. 

The closed door was pushed open from the outside. Gold Ingot strode in. Sheng Xiao quickly stood up 

from the bed and bowed to Gold Ingot. “Professor.” 

Gold Ingot pulled a stool over and sat down. “Have a seat.” 

There was no other stool in the room. Sheng Xiao sat back on the bed. 

Gold Ingot stared at Yu Huang for a moment and confirmed that she was in a good state of mind. Only 

then did he relax. 

“professor.” Yu Huang blinked at Gold Ingot and said, “I won.” 

Gold Ingot snorted and said, “Do you still want me to praise you?” He clicked his tongue twice and said 

disdainfully, “Look at how pathetic you look. You’re embarrassing me!” 

Yu Huang rolled her eyes. 

Gold Ingot took out a box of sparkling light purple fruits from his snack pocket. He handed the box of 

fruits to Yu Huang and told her, “This is a specialty of the elves. It’s called Moondew Fruit. It’s a fruit that 

grows from absorbing the essence of heaven and earth. Eating it will help you heal your injuries. 

This thing is only for the royal family of the elves to eat. Eat and cherish it.” 



Yu Huang was flattered. “Thank you, Professor.” 

Gold Ingot harrumphed and crossed his legs before telling them, “There is only one type of person who 

will only give birth to a Spirit Gathering Tree after their cultivation reaches the Prime Master.” 

Sheng Xiao asked, “What kind?” 

Gold Ingot glanced at Yu Huang before saying, “Someone who has comprehended the power of the 

Divine Master.” 

Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao were stunned. 

“Tsee. 

Gold Ingot felt uncomfortable when he didn’t eat. He took out a bag of dried figs from his snack bag and 

said while biting, “Those who can comprehend the power of the Divine Master are all people with the 

potential to become a Divine Master, but these people all failed in the end. After they died, their 

remains would turn into a Spirit Gathering Tree to be fed to the future generations.” 

Yu Huang was silent for a long while before she said, “If I die in the future, then bury me in the Divine 

Realm Academy. After I transform into a Spirit Gathering Tree, students can cultivate under the Spirit 

Gathering Tree every day.” 

Then, she smiled. Gold Ingot and Sheng Xiao did not respond. 

Chapter 175: Sheng Xiao’s Confession 

  

 

“Nonsense!” Sheng Xiao picked up a Moondew Fruit and stuffed it into Yu Huang’s mouth. 

Gold Ingot smiled and praised, “That’s a good idea. I’ll tell the dean what you think next time we meet.” 

“Thank you, Professor.” 

Sheng Xiao remained silent. He did not like the topic. 

Seeing Sheng Xiao sulking, Gold Ingot said, “The Cong Lang Mystic Realm appears once every 15 years. 

The hundred universities take up one thousand slots. The three major universities take one hundred 

each.” 

Gold Ingot pointed at Yu Huang and said, “If you can enter the top 100 of the expert rankings by October 

next year, you will be able to obtain a spot to enter the Cong Lang Mystic Realm.” 

Yu Huang licked her lips and suddenly had a new goal. “Don’t worry, Professor, I will definitely succeed!” 

“Right, I forgot to congratulate you. You’re now ranked 497th on the Expert Rankings.” Gold Ingot 

grinned as he looked at Yu Huang, and then he said, “Congratulations! You’ve become the first student 

in the history of our Divine Realm Academy to enter the Expert Rankings as a new student.” 

Yu Huang’s face heated up from the praise. “Professor, we can’t be proud. We can show off when I get 

first place.” 



Gold Ingot smirked at Sheng Xiao and said, “She wants to kick you out of first place. She’s young, but 

she’s quite arrogant.” 

Sheng Xiao looked at Yu Huang with a burning gaze. “Do you really want to be ranked first?” 

“Yeah.” 

Sheng Xiao suddenly smiled. “I’ll wait for that day.” 

Gold Ingot left after sitting for a while. Before he left, he told Yu Huang, “I forgot to tell you that you 

have to pay 10 points for a day in the sanatorium.” 

Yu Huang’s expression instantly darkened when she heard this. 

She asked Sheng Xiao, “I have to be deducted points when I’m in the hospital?” Yu Huang found it 

unbelievable. She lifted the blanket and was about to leave. “No, I can’t waste my points here.” 

Before Yu Huang could lift the blanket, she saw Sheng Xiao reaching out his hand. 

He held a point card in his slender fingers. 

It was his point card. 

Yu Huang looked up at Sheng Xiao and asked him with a nonchalant smile, “What are you doing? Are 

you planning to keep me?” 

Sheng Xiao remained silent. 

He stuffed the point card into Yu Huang’s arms and took out his personal bank card from his interspatial 

ring as well as dozens of other random things. 

Sheng Xiao placed them on the floor beside the bed. 

Yu Huang sat on the bed and looked at the items. She recognized that they were all high-grade spirit 

weapons. If they were brought to an auction house, the customers would go crazy. 

Yu Huang looked confused. She raised her head and asked Sheng Xiao, “Are you showing off how rich 

you are to me?” Did he think that she was poor and could not even afford a low-grade spiritual weapon? 

Sheng Xiao lowered his eyes and looked at the pile of treasures on the ground. He said, “These are the 

most valuable things I have collected over the past twenty years. Points cards, bank cards, and various 

spiritual weapons.” 

Yu Huang waved her hand and said angrily, “Alright, alright. I know you’re very rich. Stop showing off.” 

“Tm not showing off,” said Sheng Xiao. 

Yu Huang was so angry that she almost laughed. “You’re displaying all your treasures. Aren’t you 

showing off to me? What are you doing?” 

Sheng Xiao’s ears turned red. His lips quivered a few times before he said awkwardly, “I want to give 

them all to you.” 

Yu Huang was stunned. 



Sheng Xiao packed all those things and stored them in a small space ring. He stuffed the ring into Yu 

Huang’’s hand and looked down into her eyes while telling her, “In the past, I treated them as treasures, 

but now, I’ve met a treasure I want to cherish even more.” 
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“Yu Huang, I want to give all my treasures to you.” Sheng Xiao’s face turned even redder after he said 

that. Even his neck turned red. The mole beside his Adam’s apple became even darker. It gave him a 

different kind of allure. 

Yu Huang was speechless. 

She let out a deep breath. 

Fuck! 

After living for more than 200 years, someone finally dared to confess to her! 

After living for more than two hundred years, her skin should be thicker than a tree bark. But, she felt 

shy after receiving Sheng Xiao’s confession. 

Perhaps even the oldest woman would become a naive child when she was in love. 

Yu Huang lowered her head to look at the ring in her palm. She felt that this ring was especially hot to 

the touch. 

“You…” Sheng Xiao clenched his pants nervously.” Are you not willing to be my girlfriend? ” 

Yu Huang suddenly returned the ring to Sheng Xiao. “Keep this ring.” 

Sheng Xiao’s eyes flickered. He was shocked. 

Had he been… rejected? 

This was the first time he had fallen head over heels for a girl. It took him several days to muster up the 

courage to confess 

However, Yu Huang rejected him! 

Sheng Xiao was sad. His brown eyes gradually darkened. The skin on his forehead felt hot. Suddenly, two 

dragon hors appeared. 

He had lost control of his spiritual power! 

Yu Huang stared at the pair of dragon horns on Sheng Xiao’s forehead. She held back her laughter and 

said, “If we get any treasures in the future, we will store them inside. When our child is born, we will 

play with them like toys.” 

Child? 

Sheng Xiao was stunned. Then, a layer of black dragon scales covered his exposed skin. He lost control of 

his spiritual power even more! 
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Sheng Xiao suddenly said, “Il go out for a while!” He held the ring and ran out in a panic. She did not 

know what he was doing. 

Sheng Xiao was in high spirits. He had nowhere to use his spiritual power. He ran straight to the Mission 

Hall and snatched three A-rank mission cards. Then, he rushed to carry out the mission. 

Sheng Xiao stayed in the forest at the back of the mountain for the whole night. The strong demonic 

beasts were also tortured by him. 

The next morning, Sheng Xiao went to charge the point card with the three tasks and eared 150 points 

in one go. 

Thus, during breakfast, everyone was discussing this matter— 

“Theard that Senior Sheng completed the three most difficult A-rank missions last night!” 

“Senior Sheng is awesome!” 

“Twas also on a mission at the back of the mountain last night. I saw Senior Sheng fighting with that 

level 6 demon beast with my own eyes. Good lord, that was simply earth-shattering.” 

“Why wasn’t Senior Sheng sleeping in the middle of the night? Why was he on a mission? Did something 

happen to him?” 

What kind of trauma did he suffer? 

‘There was a sudden silence in the canteen. 

“Perhaps, Senior Sheng is happy to see Xuanyuan Jing being struck by lightning?” The person who spoke 

was very soft, but because the canteen was too quiet, his words were still heard by many people. 

“That’s… possible.” 

Xuanyuan Jing was Yu Huang’s ex-fiancé and was Senior Sheng’s love rival. It was normal for Senior 

Sheng to be so happy that he couldn’t sleep. 

The more they analyzed, the more convinced they were. 

Yin Rong sat by the window and ate her breakfast. When she heard the content of their discussion, she 

couldn’t help but take out a pen and quickly write on a notebook. 

No one knew that Yin Rong was taking notes. 

She was going to write down all the gossip between Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang. When the school break 

came, they would return her phone and computer to her. She would write the recorded content into a 

novel and upload it to the Beast Tamer website. 

Yin Rong was the boss of the Beast Tamer website’s novel section. She had tens of thousands of fans. If 

she didn’t produce food soon, the users on the forum would be lonely. 

Yin Rong finished her recording and sent the tray to the recycling area. Then, she walked toward the 

entrance of the canteen. She saw Sheng Xiao walking toward her from the counter. 

Yin Rong stopped and respectfully called out, “Senior Sheng.” 



Sheng Xiao was in a good mood. Not only did he nod at her, he even stopped and said, “Morning.” 

Yin Rong was flattered. 

Seeing that Sheng Xiao was not leaving, Yin Rong racked her brains and said, “I heard that Senior Sheng 

completed three difficult Class A missions alone last night. Congratulations, Senior Sheng.” 

Sheng Xiao smiled at her and said, “I couldn’t help it. The hospital fees are expensive. You can’t afford to 

stay in the hospital if you don’t earn some points.” Then, he strode into the canteen. 

‘When Yin Rong heard this, her eyes instantly lit up. 

Sheng Xiao was not sick. Naturally, he did not need to be hospitalized. Who would need to be 

hospitalized? It would be Yu Huang! 

While Yu Huang was hospitalized, Senior Sheng Xiao was busy doing missions overnight to earn points. It 

meant that they were really together and that they used each other’s points! 

Yin Rong was extremely excited as she quickly opened the cap and wrote a few more words on her 

notebook before leaving in satisfaction. 
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After knowing that she needed points to stay in the hospital, Yu Huang only stayed in the hospital for 

four days before preparing to be discharged. 

Yu Huang’s body had not fully recovered, so it was not suitable for her to walk. However, there was no 

elevator in the student dormitory, and her dormitory was on the sixth floor. 

Yu Huang was considering if she should change dormitories with the girl on the first floor for a while. 

Sheng Xiao knew what she was worried about. He said, “Come and stay with me. I can take care of you.” 

Thank you for reading on myboxnovel.com 

Yu Huang shook her head and rejected him on the spot. “I’m just a girl. How can I stay ina male 

dormitory?” 

Sheng Xiao told her, “I don’t live in the dormitory anymore. I live in the staff dormitory now. There’s an 

elevator there and the environment is peaceful. It’s more suitable for you to recuperate.” 

Three years ago, Feng Si’s brother Feng Zhen sneaked into Sheng Xiao’s dormitory to steal his snacks 

because he was too hungry. Sheng Xiao realized that there was no privacy in the dormitory and changed 

it not long after. 

Yu Huang had always thought that the staff dormitory was only for staff members. When she found out 

that Sheng Xiao was staying there too, she could not help but feel puzzled. “Why can you stay in the 

staff dormitory?” 

Sheng Xiao explained, “The staff dormitory has been recruiting students for rent. It only costs 1000 

points a year.” 

One thousand points was equivalent to one hundred beginner-level missions, fifty primary-level 

missions, thirty intermediate-level missions, and twenty A-level missions! And Sheng Xiao said that he 

only needed one thousand points! 

He was indeed rich! 

“How many points do you have?” Yu Huang was curious about Sheng Xiao’s assets. 

Sheng Xiao thought about it and shook his head. “I don’t remember. Anyway, even if I stay in the most 



expensive dormitory and eat the most expensive dishes, I won’t be able to spend it all in two years.” 

Yu Huang fell silent. 

Was he even human? 

While others had to work hard to earn points for survival, Sheng Xiao had not only stayed in the staff 

dormitory, but also saved a large sum of money in his card. 

The comparison was infuriating! 

Chapter 176: Snubbing the Old Fox Xuanyuan 

  

 

Sheng Xiao asked her, “Are you willing to stay with me?” 

To be honest, Yu Huang was tempted, but 

Yu Huang revealed a conflicted expression again. She said, “We’ve only just started dating, yet we’re 

already living together. This progress is too fast.” As a young person, she should still be reserved. 

Seeing that Yu Huang had misunderstood him, Sheng Xiao suppressed his laughter and said, “I have a 

two-bedroom apartment there.” However, the other bedroom had been transformed into a study. 

If Yu Huang was willing to stay with him, Sheng Xiao could stay in the study. 

Upon hearing that there were two rooms, Yu Huang immediately relaxed. 

The two of them were a serious couple and were already of age. As long as they wanted to, they could 

go to the Civil Affairs Bureau to register their marriage anytime. 

Besides 

Yu Huang tilted her head and looked at Sheng Xiao, who was busy working. There was a deep affection 

in her eyes that even she did not notice. 

She had seen Sheng Xiao’s future. He had her and a pair of cute children in his future. 

Yu Huang had always trusted Sheng Xiao, just like how she trusted her family and her lover. 

Sheng Xiao was secretly happy that Yu Huang agreed to it. He packed his things quickly, borrowed a 

wheelchair from the hospital and pushed Yu Huang out of the hospital. 

The two of them had just walked out of the medical center when they saw Professor Mu walking up the 

stairs with a middle-aged man. 

Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang narrowed their eyes when they recognized the person. 

It was Xuanyuan Shen, Xuanyuan Jing’s father. 

“Patriarch Xuanyuan, your son lives on the third floor.” Professor Mu led Xuanyuan Shen toward the 

medical building. Xuanyuan Shen nodded and looked up at the medical building. He saw Sheng Xiao and 

Yu Huang standing at the door. 

‘When the original owner of the body, Yu Huang, was dating Xuanyuan Jing, she had been a guest at the 



Xuanyuan Clan’s home. She naturally knew Xuanyuan Shen and had called him Uncle Xuanyuan. 

However, Xuanyuan Shen looked down on Yu Huang. 

In the Holy Spirit Continent, Beast Tamers and Spiritual Masters were the most respected people. If a 

family clan could produce a Beast Tamer, the entire family would prosper. 

As one of the six great cultivation families of the Divine Moon Empire, the Xuanyuan Clan was an 

extremely noble and glorious family! 

As for Yu Huang, she was just a small star. She was born ordinary. In Xuanyuan Shen’s eyes, Yu Huang 

was not even worthy of a toe of his son. 

He was helpless because his youngest son was completely devoted to Yu Huang. Xuanyuan Shen had no 

choice but to nod his head and agree to their marriage. 

Yu Huang also knew that Xuanyuan Shen did not like her and was somewhat afraid of him. Therefore, 

every time she went to the Xuanyuan Clan, she tried her best to avoid meeting Xuanyuan Shen. If she 

really could not avoid it, Yu Huang would only call him Uncle Xuanyuan when they met and would 

not dare to say anything else. 

How did Xuanyuan Shen evaluate Yu Huang in the past? 

— She had looks but no substance. She was born humble and was not presentable. 

So last year, when Xuanyuan Shen found out that Yu Huang had been disfigured by accident, he couldn’t 

help but clap his hands and rejoice. 

Xuanyuan Shen knew about his youngest son’s true colors very clearly. That brat was very shallow. 

Presumably, after Yu Huang’s face was disfigured, his youngest son would lose his interest in Yu Huang. 

Their engagement would be annulled sooner or later. 

‘As expected, just a month after Yu Huang’s disfigurement, Xuanyuan Jing rushed back from the 

academy. He ran to the Prosperous Capital and forcefully broke off his engagement with Yu Huang. 

After they broke off the engagement, Xuanyuan Shen was in a great mood. 

Xuanyuan Shen originally thought that Yu Huang would never rise again in this lifetime, but he heard Yu 

Huang’s name from others again and again. 

Yu Huang fell into the Time Valley in the Lou Lan Ancient Pavilion to save the little girl from the Sheng 

clan. 

Yu Huang had successfully made it out of the Time Valley alive, and had even become the top scholar in 

the Prosperous Capital. 

Yu Huang was accepted into the Divine Realm Academy. 

Yu Huang… defeated his third son! 

Yesterday, when he received a call from the Divine Realm Academy and learned from Professor Mu that 

his youngest son had been defeated by Yu Huang in the Challenger League, Xuanyuan Shen thought that 



he had heard wrong. 

Yu Huang? 

That lowly girl who had awakened her beast form more than a year ago had actually defeated his son? 

His son was a beast tamer at the peak of the Scholar late-stage! 

This was impossible! 

But Professor Mu said it was true. 

Xuanyuan Shen doted on his third son the most. After learning that his third son was seriously injured, 

Xuanyuan Shen decided to personally go to the Divine Realm Academy to bring him home. At the same 

time, he wanted to see if that little girl called Yu Huang was really as formidable as Professor Mu 

had said. 

Thus, when Xuanyuan Shen saw Yu Huang, he subconsciously stopped in his tracks and carefully 

observed her. 

Yu Huang was sitting in a wheelchair with a mask on her face. Thus, Xuanyuan Shen could not see the 

expression on her face, only her eyes. 

And those eyes were calmly watching him. 

Xuanyuan Shen could not help but feel shocked. 

In the past, Yu Huang had never dared to look directly at Xuanyuan Shen. But now, the little girl’s hazel 

eyes were calm and unperturbed, without the slightest ripple. Naturally, there was no familiar fear or 

cowardice. 

In the short span of a year, the changes that had happened to Yu Huang made it seem as if she had been 

reborn. 

Xuanyuan Shen frowned and walked towards Yu Huang. 

Sheng Xiao came out from behind the wheelchair subconsciously and protected Yu Huang behind him 

like a guardian. 

Sheng Xiao bowed to Xuanyuan Shen. “Mr. Xuanyuan, long time no see.” 

Xuanyuan Shen stopped. 

He stared at Sheng Xiao, who was completely blocking Yu Huang behind him. His expression was baffled. 

Were they close? 

Xuanyuan Shen did not dare to look down on Sheng Xiao, the young master of the Sheng family and the 

number one genius of the Holy Spirit Continent. He smiled and said, “Haha, so it’s the young master of 

the Sheng family.” 

Xuanyuan Shen looked behind Sheng Xiao and pretended to be surprised. “Young Master Sheng knows 

Yu Huang?” 



Sheng Xiao was about to reply when Yu Huang grabbed his hand and shook it. She was hinting for him 

not to say anything. 

Sheng Xiao pursed his lips and did not answer Xuanyuan Shen’s question. 

Yu Huang walked out from behind Sheng Xiao in a wheelchair. She looked up at Xuanyuan Shen and said 

coldly, “I’m not related to you. Isn’t it normal that you don’t know that Sheng Xiao and I are friends?” 

Yu Huang laughed mockingly and said, “Do I have to inform Patriarch Xuanyuan who I know and who I’m 

friends with?” 

Xuanyuan Shen was speechless. 

Sheng Xiao was relieved when he saw that Yu Huang could deal with Xuanyuan Shen herself. 

Sheng Xiao stood beside Yu Huang and placed his hand on her shoulder. Then, he told Xuanyuan Shen, “I 

know Yu Huang. She is my girlfriend.” 

Hearing this, Xuanyuan Shen’s expression finally changed. 

“Young Master Sheng.” Xuanyuan Shen looked at Sheng Xiao with a gloomy expression. He said, “Young 

Master Sheng, do you know that Yu Huang and my son were once engaged?” 

Yu Huang swept a cold glance at Xuanyuan Shen. Behind him, Professor Mu also frowned. 

Was this old man stupid or ignorant? 

Wasn’t he giving Sheng Xiao a hard time by mentioning Yu Huang and Xuanyuan Jing in front of Sheng 

Xiao? 

Sheng Xiao’s expression did not change. He nodded and replied, “A few days ago, your son lost to Yu 

Huang in the Challenger League. I believe that all the teachers and students in the school know about 

your son and Yu Huang’s engagement.” 

Sheng Xiao’s words made Xuanyuan Shen’s expression darken. 

Sheng Xiao continued, “It doesn’t matter who Yu Huang was engaged to. She is single again. I can pursue 

her. Besides…” 

Sheng Xiao pursed his lips and said meaningfully, “My parents taught me that I should marry a virtuous 

wife since I was young, As for looks, they are just superficial. Patriarch Xuanyuan, don’t you think so?” 

Xuanyuan Shen’s gaze was gloomy. 

How could he not tell that Sheng Xiao was mocking him? 

Xuanyuan Shen smiled insincerely and said, “Young Master Sheng is right.” He glanced at their tightly 

clasped hands and said, “I see that Young Master Sheng and Yu Huang have such a deep relationship. I 

wonder when I will have the chance to attend your wedding banquet at the Sheng Family’s home? I 

think your father also admires Yu Huang. He will definitely wish for you to marry her as soon as possible, 

right?” 

He did not believe that Sheng Lingfeng and his wife would allow their only son to marry an ugly woman 

from an ordinary family! 



Sheng Xiao acted as if he could not hear Xuanyuan Shen’s sarcasm. He looked at Yu Huang affectionately 

and said gently, “As long as she agrees to marry me, the Sheng family will welcome her into our family!” 

Yu Huang played along with Sheng Xiao’s act and acted shy and touched. 

Seeing their interaction, Xuanyuan Shen only felt that it was ridiculous. 

“Hal” Xuanyuan Shen thought that Sheng Xiao was lying. “Then, I’ll wait for your wedding!” Xuanyuan 

Shen turned around and said to Professor Mu, “Professor Mu, please bring me to see my child.” 

Professor Mu frowned and nodded. “Please follow me.” 

‘When he walked past Yu Huang, Professor Mu secretly patted Yu Huang’s shoulder while hinting that Yu 

Huang should not take offense with Xuanyuan Shen. 

Yu Huang only said to Sheng Xiao when she heard their footsteps fading away. “Thank you.” She knew 

that Sheng Xiao said those words to Xuanyuan Shen on purpose to send a message to him. 

Yu Huang was someone Sheng Xiao wanted to protect. If Xuanyuan Shen wanted to target her, he would 

have to think twice. 

Sheng Xiao said, “I’m serious.” 

Yu Huang asked him with a half-hearted smile, “Which sentence?” 

Sheng Xiao said, “Every sentence.” 

Yu Huang continued, “How can you be so sure that I am the person you truly want in this lifetime? This 

world is so big, and there are many women who are more outstanding than me. Aren’t you afraid that 

you will meet someone better than me in the future?” 

Sheng Xiao looked proud. He said, “Yin Rong, Zhong Luoxue, Liuli Luoluo. Which one of them isn’t a 

talented girl from a prominent family?” 

Sheng Xiao lowered his head and looked at Yu Huang seriously. He told her, “I’ve seen many outstanding 

and beautiful girls, but you are the only one that I can’t take my eyes off.” 

Although she was ugly and had been engaged to someone before, Sheng Xiao could not take his eyes off 

her. 

Yu Huang was a fatal attraction to Sheng Xiao. 

Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao looked at each other for a moment. Then, she suddenly said, “But I only can’t 

look away when I see money.” 

Sheng Xiao’s expression darkened. 

Yu Huang lowered her head and chuckled. 

Sheng Xiao only realized that he had been fooled by her when he heard her laughter… 

Chapter 177: Regret! 

  



 

Sheng Xiao suddenly became serious. He told Yu Huang, “Xuanyuan Shen is a person who bullies the 

weak and fears the strong. He knows how to weigh the pros and cons. He knows that the Sheng family 

wants to protect you. He will not take revenge on you easily.” 

“Tknow. Come on, let’s go check out your dorm.” 

“Okay.” 

Professor Mu brought Xuanyuan Shen to the lounge where Xuanyuan Jing lived. 

Xuanyuan Shen walked into the room and saw Xuanyuan Jing’s body that was split open by the lightning 

tribulation. His expression instantly changed. “Jing’er!” 

Xuanyuan Shen walked to the bed with large strides. He wanted to reach out to hold Xuanyuan Jing’s 

hand, but he was afraid of hurting him. 

If not for Xuanyuan Jing’s chest still heaving up and down, Xuanyuan Shen would have thought his 

youngest son was dead. 

“Jing’er, how did you get injured to such a state?!” Xuanyuan Jing was injured to such a state. The Divine 

Realm Academy naturally had a responsibility. 

Xuanyuan Shen tilted his head and questioned Professor Mu. “Professor Mu, my son came to your 

school healthy. Now, he’s injured so badly. You have to give me an explanation.” 

Xuanyuan Shen was aggressive, but Professor Mu was not timid either. 

He wanted an explanation? 

Professor Mu walked to the side of the bed and stared at Xuanyuan Jing, She said coldly, “On the day 

before the challenge, your son consumed the Monster Core of a level 6 demon beast for some reason 

and forcefully raised his cultivation to the peak of the late stage of the Scholar Realm.” 

“He had a duel with Yu Huang before he could fully stabilize his energy. However, he was defeated by Yu 

Huang. At that time, Professor Zhong cast a healing spell on your son. Originally, your son’s body was 

fine, but unexpectedly, he broke through during his recuperation period and faced the Master 

tribulation.” 

“Tt seems like the demonic power of that Monster Core is too powerful.” 

The Divine Realm Academy wouldn’t take the blame for Xuanyuan Jing’s encounter. If they wanted to 

blame something, it should be that Monster Core. 

Xuanyuan Shen didn’t believe the truth at all. He firmly believed that there was something else behind 

Xuanyuan Jing’s injuries. “Professor Mu, what is Yu Huang’s cultivation level and what is my son’s 

cultivation level? How could she defeat my son?” 

Professor Mu wanted to laugh when she heard this. “Patriarch Xuanyuan, do you really want to know 

how Yu Huang defeated your son?” 



Xuanyuan Shen naturally nodded. “My son is seriously injured. Naturally, I have to find out the whole 

story! Every year, your school will record the entire arena competition. As the parent of a student, I have 

the right to see the recording, right?” 

Xuanyuan Shen would not believe Professor Mu’s words unless he saw his son being injured by Yu 

Huang. 

Professor Mu knew that Xuanyuan Shen was a troublemaker, so she had long guessed that he would 

make such a request. 

Professor Mu smiled mysteriously. “If I remember correctly, you were a graduate of Divine Eagle 

Academy, right?” 

Among the hundred famous schools in the Holy Spirit Continent, only the Divine Realm Academy, Deep 

Sea Academy, and the Hundred Beast Academy could be considered the top advanced academies. The 

Divine Eagle Academy that Xuanyuan Shen studied could only be considered a second-rate school. 

The Divine Realm Academy was what human beast tamers wanted to go to the most. Xuanyuan Shen 

hadn’t been able to enter the Divine Realm Academy back then, so he could only settle for Divine Eagle 

Academy. 

Among the family heads of the six great cultivation families, only Xuanyuan Shen was a graduate of the 

Divine Eagle Academy. The others were all graduates of the Divine Realm Academy. Because of this 

matter, Xuanyuan Shen could not lift his head in front of the other five family heads. 

Therefore, in Xuanyuan Shen’s opinion, Professor Mu’s question was simply her looking down on him. 

Xuanyuan Shen’s expression darkened on the spot. He smiled and said, “What? Professor Mu, you’re the 

vice-principal of the Divine Realm Academy. Could it be that you look down on the other academies?” 

“No.” Professor Mu would not take the blame. 

Professor Mu said, “You are not a graduate of our school, so it’s normal for you to not know the rules of 

our school. In the Divine Realm Academy, the arena matches are absolutely fair and impartial, and no 

one is allowed to play favorites or cheat. Therefore, Patriarch Xuanyuan, rest assured that your son 

lost to Yu Huang purely because his skills are inferior to hers, and there is absolutely no other reason.” 

“His skills are inferior to hers?” Xuanyuan Shen didn’t believe it. 

“Since Professor Mu insists that your school’s group arena is absolutely fair and just, why didn’t you 

show me the video of the competition? Your secretive attitude makes me even more suspicious!” 

Upon hearing Xuanyuan Shen’s words, Professor Mu once again revealed that unfathomable smile on 

her face. “Since Patriarch Xuanyuan insists on watching the competition’s video, I will show you your 

son’s performance in the group arena!” 

She wanted Xuanyuan Shen to take a closer look at his good son’s embarrassing performance in the ring. 

Professor Mu took out a memory stone with recording function. 

‘The Memory Stone projected the battle scene of Xuanyuan Jing and Yu Huang into the void, as clear as 

a high-definition television. Not only that, but the image projected by the Memory Stone was 360 



degrees and without any blind spots. Xuanyuan Shen could view the content from all angles. 

Whether there was anything fishy or not, Xuanyuan Shen would know after looking at the recordings. 

Xuanyuan Shen flung his sleeves and began to watch the video seriously. He wanted to see what tricks 

Yu Huang had used to defeat his son! 

Xuanyuan Shen saw 

Yu Huang flew onto the arena and issued a challenge to Xuanyuan Jing. 

Xuanyuan Jing walked onto the arena, but he didn’t enter a battle-ready state. Instead, he looked at the 

referee, Gold Ingot, and asked if he could bring support. 

Upon seeing this, Xuanyuan Shen did not sense anything wrong. 

It was only when he heard someone in the audience call Xuanyuan Shen a despicable person who had 

gone back on his words that his expression changed slightly. 

‘What did she mean by going back on his word? 

Professor Mu explained at the side, “Before the competition, your son had personally told Yu Huang that 

he would not have support. Yu Huang believed him and did not find support to train with. But on the 

day of the final battle, your son went back on his words and invited a level five helper to fight with 

him.” 

“Patriarch Xuanyuan, your son is truly well-prepared when it comes to doing things.” 

Professor Mu’s words were so sarcastic that Xuanyuan Shen’s face turned red. 

“This…” Xuanyuan Shen did not expect that his youngest son would do such an immoral thing in order to 

defeat Yu Huang. Even as a father, he felt ashamed when he saw this. 

Xuanyuan Shen did not want to look anymore. 

However, he was also curious. His son was already at the peak of the late-stage Scholar realm, and he 

had also invited a senior assistant to assist him in battle. Under such a strong alliance, how could he lose 

to Yu Huang? 

Exactly what sort of ability did Yu Huang possess? 

With this thought in mind, Xuanyuan Shen continued watching. 

‘When Xuanyuan Shen saw that Yu Huang had actually used the Blazing Moon Art, his face finally 

revealed an expression of shock. “Isn’t this the Prime Master’s Blazing Moon Art!? How did Yu Huang 

learn this Blazing Moon Art?” 

“Hehe, that’s not all.” Professor Mu replayed the video and paused the scene where Yu Huang held the 

bow in her left hand and the Psychic Sphere 

in her right. 

Professor Mu pointed at the floating ball in Yu Huang’s right hand and deliberately asked Xuanyuan 

Shen, “Patriarch Xuanyuan, don’t you think that the ball in Yu Huang’s hand looks somewhat familiar?” 

“Huh?” Xuanyuan Shen moved closer. 

He raised his head and looked at the ball in Yu Huang’s hand. He discovered that it was very similar to 

the Psychic Spheres of those old fellows from the Purifying Spirit Academy. 

Xuanyuan Shen asked Professor Mu, “What’s that?” 

Professor Mu smiled and said, “You’re quite discerning. That is indeed a Psychic Sphere.” 



Xuanyuan Shen widened his eyes. 

“Yu Huang is a Purifying Spirit Master?” He saw Professor Mu’s enigmatic smile and thought to himself, 

What the hell! 

“How is that possible? Yu Huang is clearly a Beast Tamer. In this world, there has never been a Purifying 

Spirit Master who could awaken their beast form! Everyone knows that all Purifying Spirit Masters are 

trash who have failed to awaken their beast form!” 

He lost his composure for a moment and told her his true opinion of Purifying Spirit Masters. 

Hearing this, Professor Mu frowned and said angrily, “Patriarch Xuanyuan, please watch your words.” 

Xuanyuan Shen also realized that his words were somewhat inappropriate and quickly shut his mouth. 

Professor Mu told Xuanyuan Shen, “Although this sounds unbelievable, Yu Huang is indeed the only dual 

cultivator of a Beast Tamer and Purifying Spirit Master on the Holy Spirit Continent.” 

“This…” Xuanyuan Shen found it hard to believe. 

Xuanyuan Shen regretted what he had done when he found out that Yu Huang was the only dual 

cultivator on the continent. 

If he had known that Yu Huang was such a capable woman, he would have locked Xuanyuan Jing up 

even if he had to break Xuanyuan Jing’s leg. He wouldn’t have allowed him to run to the Prosperous 

Capital 

to break off the engagement with Yu Huang. 

She was the only dual cultivator on the continent! 

If such a genius could marry into the Xuanyuan Clan, it would definitely bring great benefits and glory to 

the clan! 

Xuanyuan Shen felt uncomfortable when he thought about how Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang became a 

couple. He felt as if he had swallowed a fly that was stuck in his throat. 

Seeing Xuanyuan Shen’s angry and regretful reaction, Professor Mu was in quite a good mood. She 

sighed and said, “Patriarch Xuanyuan, you really don’t know how to appreciate a pearl covered in 

dust…” 

She sounded like she was adding insult to injury. 

Xuanyuan Shen was already full of remorse. Upon hearing Professor Mu’s words, his expression became 

even uglier. He said with a taut face, “Marriage is about freedom to choose. I respect my son’s wishes.” 

Professor Mu maintained her elegant smile, but in her heart, she was saying, “Stop pretending!” 

1 

Professor Mu pressed a button to continue playing, and the video continued to play. Xuanyuan Shen 

was forced to continue watching the video. 

In the video, after Yu Huang used the Blazing Moon Art, it was Xuanyuan Jing and Jiang Wu’s tum to be 

beaten up. Xuanyuan Shen saw Xuanyuan Jing flying backward and smashing into the ground. When he 

heard the sound of his body hitting the ground, his heart stopped for a few seconds. 

He closed his eyes reluctantly. 

Professor Mu turned off the video and looked at the slightly pale Xuanyuan Shen. She said, “Patriarch 

Xuanyuan, you have already seen the video. Do you have any other doubts?” 

Xuanyuan Shen was speechless. 

His son’s skills were not as good as Yu Huang’s, and he was even beaten up by Yu Huang. What other 

questions could he have? 

Xuanyuan Shen felt humiliated. 

He lowered his head to look at Xuanyuan Jing’s charred body and was still angry. 



Xuanyuan Shen then tilted his head and said to Professor Mu, “Professor Mu, my son is already injured. 

How can he withstand the lightning tribulation? Your school has countless capable people.. Why is there 

no one to help my son block the lightning tribulation?” 

Chapter 178 I’ll Give You My Heart’s Blood 

  

 

Upon hearing this, Professor Mu laughed out of anger. “As cultivators, who doesn’t rely on their own 

abilities to withstand Tribulation Lightning?” 

‘Thinking of Xuanyuan Shen’s dirty past, Professor Mu’s face revealed a hint of mockery. She said 

meaningfully, “Patriarch Xuanyuan, have you forgotten that the reason you were able to sit on the seat 

of the patriarch of the Xuanyuan Clan was due to the tribulation lightning! If the previous patriarch of 

the Xuanyuan Clan had 

not unfortunately perished in the ‘Tribulation, how could you sit in this seat?” 

“You personally witnessed your cousin brother being struck to death by tribulation lightning all those 

years ago, yet you were unable to sacrifice yourself to save him, so how could you ask us to sacrifice 

ourselves to save your son?” 

“Besides…” Professor Mu looked at Xuanyuan Jing on the bed with a cold expression and sneered.” Your 

son’s moral character is worrying, and he’s really not worth saving! ” 

Whose life was not their own? 

Xuanyuan Shen’s sor 

ife was precious, but their lives were not? 

Furthermore, Xuanyuan Jing had a bad character and wasn’t worth them risking their lives to save him! 

Xuanyuan Shen was rendered speechless by Professor Mu’s words. 

Xuanyuan Shen was indeed present when his cousin had experienced the Prime Master lightning 

tribulation. 

‘There were a total of five tribulation lightning bolts in the Prime Master 

lightning tribulation, and each one was more ferocious than the last. Xuanyuan Shen wished that his 

cousin could be struck to death by the tribulation lightning. Only then would it be his turn to s 

in the position of clan head. Why would he help his cousin resist the tribulation lightning? 

Knowing that he was in the wrong, Xuanyuan Shen, who had been so aggressive just a moment ago, was 

rendered speechless. He looked deeply at Professor Mu and said through gritted teeth, “You’re really 

eloquent!” 

Professor Mu smiled without saying anything. 

“In that case, I will bring my son home to recuperate.” Xuanyuan Shen carried Xuanyuan Jing up gently 

and left Divine Realm Academy with him. 



Yu Huang sat on the balcony of Sheng Xiao’s room and saw Xuanyuan Shen carrying Xuanyuan Jing out 

of the medical building. She was not in the mood and was about to return to her room when she felt a 

cold gaze on her. 

‘Yu Huang tilted her head and followed that gaze before meeting Xuanyuan Shen’s gaze. 

Seeing that Yu Huang had noticed his gaze, Xuanyuan Shen’s lips moved slightly, as if he had said 

something. Yu Huang knew lip-reading and recognized that Xuanyuan Shen was s 

ving, “Little thing, let’s wait and see! 

‘Yu Huang knew that if she made Xuanyuan Jing kneel down and apologize to her in front of all the 

teachers and students of the school, she would form a grudge with the Xuanyuan Clan. 

But she did not regret it. 

As long as one was alive, one should have a sense of dignity. 

Xuanyuan Shen was currently angry, so Yu Huang naturally wouldn’t foolishly add fuel to the fire. As if 

she didn’t see Xuanyuan Shen’s provocation, she controlled the wheel of the wheelchair and turned 

around to return to the house. 

Sheng Xiao had already tidied up the study and made a bed on the floor. He walked out of the study and 

asked Yu Huang, “I’l bring you food from the canteen. What do you want to eat?” 

‘Yu Huang replied without thinking, “Meat 

understand.” 

Sheng Xiao smiled. 

He carried Yu Huang to the sofa and sat down before leaving. 

After Sheng Xiao left, Yu Huang took out the psychic fragment that ws 

tained with Xuanyuan Jing’s blood from her interspatial ring. 

She stared at the corner of the broken piece that was dyed red with blood, and her mind raced. She 

wondered if she could successfully replicate Xuanyuan Jing’s beast form and technique after refining the 

blood from his heart. 

‘Yu Huang licked her lips and couldn’t wait any longer. 

‘Yu Huang licked her lips and couldn’t wait any longer. 

‘Yu Huang put down the fragment with a natural expression and raised her head to ask him, “Why are 

you back again?” 

Sheng Xiao said, “I want to ask you what you want to drink.” 

Yu Huang replied, “Other than wine, anything else is fine.” Drinking was a really bad thing. The two of 

them were currently living together, so Yu Huang was worried that she would take advantage of Sheng 

Xiao when she was drunk. 

Sheng Xiao nodded and w: 



ibout to leave when he suddenly stopped. 

‘Yu Huang was confused when she saw Sheng Xiao still standing there. “What’s wrong now?” 

Sheng Xiao opened the door and strode towards Yu Huang. He picked up the Psychic Fragment on the 

table and frowned as he stared at the blood on it. 

Sheng Xiao asked her, “Are these the pieces you took from Xuanyuan Jing that day? 

Yu Huang nodded. “Yes, you saw it?” 

Sheng Xiao saw it. 

At that time, he was curious as to why Yu Huang wanted to collect this item, but he had forgotten to ask. 

Sheng Xiao 

red at Yu Huang for a while. Then, he pulled a chair and sat down. He looked like he wanted to have a 

heart-to-heart talk with Yu Huang. Yu Huang reminded him, “If you don’t go to the canteen now, it will 

be closed.” 

“It’s fine. I’ll cook for you later.” 

“You can cook?” 

“You can choose between fried rice and instant noodles. 

heng Xiao added, “There’s no rice in the dormitory. You can only eat instant noodl 

‘Yu Huang was speechless. 

‘Then what was the point of choosing?! 

Sheng Xiao said, “Let’s talk.” 

Yu Huang listened attentively. 

After a moment of silence, Sheng Xiao said, “After knowing that I’m ina relationship, my mother called 

me. She told me that it’s a taboo to be too paranoid in a relationship. If you’re unhappy or suspicious of 

someone, you have to be honest with them. Otherwise, there will a snowball effect.” 

Yu Huang nodded and said, “You’re an understanding person. ‘Then what are you unhappy about? Tell 

me, I’ll listen.” 

Sheng Xiao placed the broken piece between him and Yu Huang. He asked her sadly, “Why did you keep 

it? Do you still have feelings for him, or do you simply have the hobby of collecting victory goods?” 

So he was jealous. 

Since Sheng Xiao asked her sincerely, Yu Huang would not hide it from him. She explained, “I don’t have 

any lingering feelings for him. | don’t have the habit of collecting victory items either. I have a use for 

them.” 

“What’s the use?” Sheng Xiao was rarely so stubborn. He wanted to get to the bottom of the matter. 

Yu Huang clicked her tongue and said, “The cultivation technique that I practice is a fourth grade Divine 

level cultivation technique, Beast Taming Technique. To practice this kind of cultivation technique, you 

only need to obtain a drop of other person’s heart blood and completely refine and tame it. Then you 



can copy the 

other party’s beast form and cultivation technique for your own use.” 

It sounded like an evil technique. Yu Huang looked at Sheng Xiao uneasily after she told him about the 

technique. Would Sheng Xiao think that she was a demonic cultivator? 

However, Sheng Xiao did not look at her disapprovingly after hearing her explanation. Instead, he said in 

admiration, “What a powerful technique. A Beast ‘Tamer who can create such a technique must be a 

genius, 

Yu Huang was relieved to hear this. “Mm, the founder of this cultivation method was a Prime Emperor.” 

Only a Prime Master with the closest cultivation to a Divine Master would be called an Emperor. This 

person must be very powerful. 

“So you kept this to copy Xuanyuan Jing’s beast form and technique 

Yu Huang nodded her head honestly. “Yes, his Rotating ‘Tooth Shark is quite powerful. The two 

techniques he used were also very powerful. If I can successfully replicate his beast form and technique, 

it would be quite a good harvest.” 

Sheng Xiao remained silent. 

Yu Huang nodded subconsciously and s 

‘id, “Of course it’s strong.” Who would not praise a super beast-like Black Qing Sky Dragon for being 

majestic? How many people would not covet Sheng Xiao’s technique, Myriad Slash? 

Nodding, Sheng Xiao said, “How about I give you my heart blood and you throw away Xuanyuan Jing’s 

heart blood?” 

‘Yu Huang was speechless. 

Without waiting for Yu Huang’s answer, Sheng Xiao suddenly turned his spiritual power into a sharp 

dagger and stabbed it into his heart without hesitation. 

“Sheng Xiao! 

‘Yu Huang reached out to stop Sheng Xiao, but she was too slow. 

‘The dagger stabbed into Sheng Xiao’s chest and went straight to his heart. 

‘Yu Huang stared at the knife on his chest. Her expression changed. “Sheng Xiao, are you crazy?” Yu 

Huang looked at him in shock, as if she was looking at a lunatic. 

Sheng Xiao had a good grasp of his strength. His heart did not rupture when the knife stabbed into it. 

Only a small cut was left by the dagger and a few drops of blood flowed out. 

Even so, Sheng Xiao’s face turned pale from the pain. He bent down and lowered his head. Black dragon 

scales appeared on his neck. 

Yu Huang did not dare to imagine how painful it would be. 

She was both touched and angry at the same time. She could not help but clench her fists and scold him. 

“Sheng Xiao, you’re a lunatic!” Couldn’t they just be lovey-dovey with each other? Why did he do such a 



stupid thing? 

After a while, Sheng Xiao got used to the pain. He took out the dagger from his body and passed it to Yu 

Huang. 

Yu Huang did not accept it. 

Sheng Xiao knew that Yu Huang was angry. He smiled weakly at her and said in a coaxing tone, “Yu 

Huang, don’t use his. Use mine.” 

‘Yu Huang stared into Sheng Xiao’s eyes. 

‘The pair of eyes seemed calm, but under the calm waves, there was a crazy ruthlessness. ‘This person’s 

love for her was as deep as his possessiveness. He was a dangerous person. 

Could she go back on her decisiom? 

Sheng Xiao could tell that Yu Huang was unhappy. He lowered his head and explained, “I know I’m a 

little crazy, but I just can’t accept you refining Xuanyuan Jing’s blood. You can refine anyone’s blood in 

this world, but not his.” 

“After all, he is the person you once loved.” Sheng Xiao did not know that Yu Huang was not the same 

Yu Huang. He really thought that Yu Huang loved Xuanyuan Jing deeply and wanted to marry him. 

Hence, Sheng Xiao had always been hostile towards Xuanyuan Jing. 

Yu Huang suddenly understood what Sheng Xiao was trying to do. She thought about it from another 

perspective. If Sheng Xiao had practiced the Beast Taming Method, she would not allow him to refine 

the blood in his ex-fiane: 

‘Yu Huang was furious when she thought of Sheng Xiao having a fiancée. 

‘Yu Huang suddenly felt embarrassed when she realized that she was more possessive than Sheng Xiao. 

“Okay. I don’t want his blood. I want yours.” Yu Huang took Sheng Xiao’s blood and summoned her 

spiritual power to heal him. 

Sheng Xiao saw that she had summoned her spiritual power. He quickly said, “You are weak. Don’t use 

your spiritual power recklessly. I have some high-level healing medicine here. ‘Take one and rest for a 

few days.” 

“.. Okay. 

Chapter 179 Successfully Refining the First Drop of Heart Blood 

  

 

In the blink of an eye, it was the end of the year. 

After recuperating for a month, Yu Huang’s body had more or less recovered. She could now move 

freely. 

On the last day of the year, it snowed heavily in the Divine Realm Academy. The weather was very cold, 

but in order to earn points, the students still had to brave the snowstorm to go to the back mountain to 



do mis 

Yu Huang stood on the balcony and looked up at the snow. Only then did she realize that it was the end 

of the year. 

Yu Huang suddenly thought of the time when she was young and spent the New Year with her adoptive 

parents in the base. However, there was no such thing as New Year in the Holy Spirit Continent. 

Sheng Xiao had left the Divine Realm Academy a few days ago. He went out to do some work and 

returned today. When he came back, he saw Yu Huang standing on the balcony of the dormitory while 

admiring the snow. 

Seeing that Yu Huang was only wearing a warm gray sweater and not a coat, Sheng Xiao frowned and 

said, 

‘0 in quickly. It’s cold outside. 

Yu Huang said, “Brother Xiao, I want dumplings.” 

Sheng Xiao looked troubled when he heard that. The canteen was already closed. It was not easy to eat 

dumplings. 

“Wait!” 

After Sheng Xiao 

id that, he turned around and walked toward the supermarket. Before long, Yu Huang saw Sheng Xiao 

walking back with a bag of frozen dumplin; 

Yu Huang hurried back to the kitchen to boil water. When Sheng Xiao returned to the dormitory, the 

water was almost boiling. 

He carried the dumplings to the kitchen and stood behind Yu Huang. He asked her, “Why do you want to 

eat dumplings?” 

‘Yu Huang looked a little disappointed. But, Sheng Xiao did not notice her sadne: 

have good fortune.” 

‘s he stood behind her. Yu Huang shook her head and said, “It’s nothing, It’s the last day of the Lunar 

New Year. | just want to eat dumplings with you. Eating dumplings at the end of the year means that we 

will be able to celebrate our reunion and 

“Really?” Sheng Xiao said, “Why haven’t | heard of that before?” 

“I’s normal for you to not understand the customs of the people of the Prosperous Capital.” 

Sheng Xiao really thought that he was ignorant. 

After finishing the dumplings, Yu Huang took out a small cloth bag that was s 

caled with a red packet. She handed the cloth bag to Sheng Xiao and said, “This is your red packet. I 

hope everything will go smoothly next year.” 

Sheng Xiao took the red packet and asked her, “Is this also a custom in Shengdu?” 

“Okay.” 



Sheng Xiao opened the red packet and realized that there were a few coins inside. He raised his 

eyebrows. He did not ask why they needed to be wrapped in red, but he still kept it. He even put it 

carefully in a treasure box that was used to store precious items. 

Sheng Xiao did not forget to say, “I want red packets next year too.” 

“Sure.” 

After eating the dumplings, Yu Huang said, “My body has already recovered. I’ll move back tomorrow.” 

Sheng Xiao was stunned. “Move out tomorrow?” 

Yu Huang smiled when she saw Sheng Xiao’s lonely expression. She teased him, “Why? Are you addicted 

to cohabitation? Are you planning to stay with me forever?” 

“Of course you can if you want.” 

Yu Huang chuckled. “In your dream: 

She took out the dagger that was stained with Sheng Xiao’s heart blood from her interspatial ring and 

told him, “I’ve been lazy for a month. I need to make use of the time to cultivate and get into the top 

one hundred of the list of experts by October. I plan to go to the Cultivation Hall tomorrow.” 

Although Sheng Xiao liked the feeling of being close to Yu Huang, he liked the way Yu Huang strived for 

her goals. She was really charming when she was like that. 

“Okay.” 

‘The next day, Yu Huang moved back to her own dormitory. 

After having lunch with Sheng Yang and Na Luo, she went to greet Professor Gold. In the afternoon, Yu 

Huang went to the Cultivation Hall. 

The Cultivation Hall was built under a mountain range with a total of 18 floors. The first floor had the 

weakest spirit energy and the 18th floor had the densest spirit energy. The reason for this situation was 

because there we 

Spirit Gathering Bone buried deep underground in the Cultivation Hall. 

According to legend, this Spirit Gathering Bone was refined from the skeleton of the Prime Master 

Goldfeather. 

Before her death, she had instructed her disciple, the Prime Master Star Observatory, to refine her 

skeleton into a Spirit Gathering Stone and bury it under the Divine Realm Academy to benefit the future 

generations. 

‘This Spirit Gathering Stone had the same effect as the Spirit Gathering ‘Tree in the Cong Lang Mystic 

Realm. 

Cultivating in the Cultivation Hall required points. The lower one went, the more points required. 

Cultivating in the first level required three points a day, the 

‘cond level required five, and the third level required seven… 

It was 



said that cultivating on the 18th level for a day required 50 points. Only the top five experts on the 

Expert Ranking had the capital to cultivate on the 18th level. 

‘Yu Huang had been eating and drinking with Sheng Xiao for the past few days. She had not used her 

points much. She still had 140 points. She could stay on the third floor for 20 days. 

Having made up her mind, Yu Huang headed straight for the third level. 

‘There were a total of 500 independent cultivation chambers on the third floor. The doors of the secret 

chambers were tightly shut, and there was a card reader in the center of the door. Only after one 

swiped the card would one be allowed to enter. 

‘There were already people in the secret chamber in front of her. Yu Huang walked deeper into the 

secret chamber and only saw the words’ no one ‘when she reached the secret chamber with the 

number 308. 

Yu Huang took out her point card and swiped 40 points. 

Beep— 

‘The heavy stone door slowly opened on both sid 

s. Yu Huang walked in, and the door behind her closed. The room was dark. Yu Huang took out the 

Night-Luminescent Pearl that Na Luo had given her, and the secret room was instantly filled with light. 

Yu Huang placed the Night-Luminescent Pearl on the candlestick on the wall and used the dim light to 

examine the secret chamber. The secret chamber was very narrow, less than two meters in length and 

width, and less than three meters in height. 

‘There was only a round futon in the secret room. 

‘Yu Huang walked over to the mat and sat down. 

As soon as she sat down, she saw a faint blue light floating in the secret chamber. 

This was… 

‘Yu Huang extended her finger, and a strand of blue light coiled around her fingertip. When she sensed 

the Spiritual Energy’s fluctuation from the light, Yu Huang realized that it was the Spiritual Energy of the 

Prime Master Goldfeather. 

‘Yu Huang hurriedly stood up, clasped her hands and bowed three times towards the light. Only then did 

she sit cross-legged on the praying mat again. 

Yu Huang took out the dagger stained with Sheng Xiao’s blood and threw it into the air. Then, she closed 

her eyes. 

Yu Huang silently chanted the incantation of the Beast ‘Taming Method, and waves of red spiritual for 

merged from between her eyebrows. They floated aimlessly in the air for a while, and like lions that had 

smelled their prey, they quickly rushed towards the dagger. 

Spiritual Energy enveloped the dagger and the bloodstains on the tip of the blade were awakened. 

Instantly, they became active and transformed into a mini Black Qing Sky Dragon. 



‘The smal] little black dragon had quite a temper. It sensed Yu Huang’s intentions and roared at her with 

all its might. It looked unruly and extremely domineering. 

When Xuan Yu sensed the Black Qing Sky Dragon’s aura, it suddenly emerged from between Yu Huang’s 

eyebrows and flew towards the little black dragon while crying. 

“Chirp!” 

Xuan Yu spread its wings and spat out a mouthful of Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame at the little Black 

Dragon. 

When the Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame landed on the little Black Dragon’s body, it was like acid being 

poured on a human body. Once it touched the body, it would dilute it. 

‘The dragon scales on Black Qing Sky Dragon’s body stood up as it roared furiously and charged towards 

Xuan Yu. Even if it had to risk being burnt to ashes by the Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame, it still wanted to 

tear Xuan Yu into piec 

‘The Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame stretched out its sharp claws and ripped off one of Xuan Yu’s wings. 

“Roar!” It raised that wing and its eyes were filled with killing intent. 

Xuan Yu lost a wing and let out a sad cry. “Chirp chirp!” 

Half of Black Qing Sky Dragon’s tail had been burnt to ashes. Even so, it still forced itself to bite Xuan 

Yu’s other wing. 

“Chirp chirp!” Xuan Yu’s cries became even more sorrowful. 

Yu Huang’s heart trembled when she heard this. 

Sheng Xiao had told her a long time ago that the Black Qing Sky Dragon and the Divine Feather Phoenix 

were arch-enemies. One of them would die. 

At that time, she was still skeptical of the rumors. 

It was only when she personally witnessed Xuan Yu and Black Qing slaughtering each other that he 

realized that the rumors were true. 

Were the s 

called natural enemies really unable to get along harmoniously? 

Just as Black Qing Sky Dragon was about to bite off Xuan Yu’s head, Yu Huang suddenly stretched out 

her right hand and grabbed it. 

Yu Huang ruthlessly crushed the little black dragon, then used her spiritual energy to form a drop of 

blood and absorb it into her body. 

‘The moment the blood from Sheng Xiao’s heart entered Yu Huang’s body, it turned into Black Qing Sky 

Dragon in the blink of an eye and ran wildly through Yu Huang’s veins. 

“ARI” 

‘Yu Huang’s face was pale from the pain. 

She raised her head high with the veins on her slender neck throbbing wildly in a very scary manner. 



‘The Black Qing Sky Dragon rampaged through Yu Huang’s meridians and even opened its bloody mouth 

to bite through Yu Huang’s blood vessels. It bit down on them one by one, as though it would not stop 

until all of Yu Huang’s meridians were destroyed. 

Her meridians were bitten off, and Yu Huang’s delicate body started twitching. 

‘The Prime Emperor who created the Beast Taming Art had once said that the Beast ‘Taming Art had a 

total of 99 layers. Every time she cultivated one layer, she would have to experience all of the meridians 

in her body breaking and recombining, and her soul would suffer the pain of being whipped by a raging 

fire! 

‘The time limit was three days! 

In other words 

it would take her three days to completely refine the blood in her heart! 

After her meridians were bitten off, Yu Huang lost control of her spirit energy. She could only sit on the 

praying mat and allow the Black Qing Sky Dragon to do whatever it wanted within her body. 

‘This process was very long and lasted for an entire day. 

By the time all the meridians in her body were severed, Yu Huang was already numb from the pain. Her 

consciousness was also disoriented. She thought that this was the most painful torture. 

However, there was more pain. 

After the Black Qing Sky Dragon crushed Yu Huang’s last tendon, it finally arrived at Yu Huang’s Spiritual 

Abode. The moment it entered her Spiritual Abode, the Black Qing Sky Dragon turned into a pure black 

whip. 

He waved his long whip forcefully, and it fiercely lashed onto Yu Huang’s sea of consciousness. 

Psychic energy was Yu Huang’s soul energy. When her soul was whipped, Yu Huang, who was already 

numb from the pain, immediately spat out a mouthful of blood. 

Pa! 

‘The second whip landed, and Yu Huang spat out another mouthful of blood. 

Pa! 

As the third whip landed, Yu Huang lost all consciousness and fainted on the spot. However, the Black 

Qing Sky Dragon was still whipping her soul spirit. 

After a long time, Yu Huang woke up for a short while. When she woke up, the torture was not over yet. 

She held on for a while before fainting again. 

When Yu Huang woke up again, she realized that the arrogant Black Qing Sky Dragon had finally calmed 

down. It was sleeping on Yu Huang’s beast heart like a pattern carved on it. 

She had finally succeeded in refining Sheng Xiao’s blood. 

Chapter 180 Anna Tao’s Tragedy 

  



 

Her meridians were all broken. She needed to recombine them one by one. 

After successfully refining Sheng Xiao’s heart blood, Yu Huang did not have the time to rejoice. She 

quickly calmed herself down and started to heal her severed meridians. 

The process of repairing her meridians was extremely slow and painful. It was as if a pair of invisible 

hands had used a silver needle with a thin thread to slowly mend the meridians that had been bitten off 

by Yu Huang. 

The process was extremely painful, causing Yu Huang to sweat profusely. 

Her clothes were drenched in sweat and had never dried. 

As the days passed, the usable time in the third level 308 chamber changed from 20 days to 15 days, 

then to 10 days, then to 2 days… 

At a certain moment, the last ruptured tendon in Yu Huang’s body was also repaired. She opened her 

eyes, and a dragon and a phoenix flashed across her brown pupils, but they quickly disappeared. 

Yu Huang used her arms to support herself on the stone platform and sat up. She stretched her muscles 

and bones, and after confirming that her body had completely recovered, she felt relieved. 

Yu Huang felt a headache coming on when she thought about the 99 times she had to go through the 

Beast Taming Method. 

Right at this moment, an aged voice suddenly sounded out within the quiet secret chamber. “The 

available points are insufficient. The door to the secret chamber will be opened in two hours. Please 

recharge as soon as 

possible!” 

“Prompt, the available points are insufficient. The door of the secret chamber will open in two hours. 

Please recharge as soon as possible!” 

“Prompt, insufficient points available…” 

This alert was repeated three times in the secret chamber, and the sound became louder each time. It 

was enough to disturb every student who was focused on training. 

Hearing that it was the headmaster’s voice, Yu Huang couldn’t help but want to laugh. 

She realized that her clothes had been repeatedly soaked in sweat, and they had already formed a layer 

of scabs. There was also a sour smell. Yu Huang hurriedly took off her dirty clothes and took out a set of 

clean 

clothes from her interspatial ring to change into. 

The pale blue light in the secret chamber had already disappeared. Yu Huang stood up from the 

meditation cushion and respectfully bowed to the void three more times before leaving the cultivation 

hall. 

After walking out of the Cultivation Hall, Yu Huang stood under the sunlight. She could not help but 

open her arms and take in a deep breath in the sunlight. 

The Cultivation Hall was quite a distance away from the academy. Yu Huang immediately stretched out 

her Vermillion Bird wings and flew towards the direction of the academy. Only when she reached the 



entrance of 

the Divine Realm Academy did she put away her wings and land at the school gate. 

Yu Huang climbed up the stairs to the field. Seeing that there were many students playing with their 

phones on the field, she remembered that today was the day the school distributed cell phones. 

Yu Huang, wanting to get her phone back from Doris, quickly ran to the administrative building. 

It was already three o’clock in the afternoon. The students had already taken their phones and ran out 

to have fun. The professors had a rare half day of rest, so they also went to play. 

The entire administration building was exceptionally quiet. 

Yu Huang took the elevator to the third floor. She walked to the door of Doris’s office and was about to 

knock when she heard Professor Mu’s voice. 

“Have you all heard about the tragedy at Yu Hui Academy?” 

Yu Hui Academy? 

Wasn’t that Anna’s school? 

Yu Huang retracted her hand and pricked up her ears to carefully listen to the movements in the room. 

As a Level Two Purifying Spirit Master, Yu Huang’s hearing was very sharp. Furthermore, Professor Mu 

and the others were not discussing confidential matters, so she did not activate the shield. Therefore, Yu 

Huang 

could hear everything that was being said in the room clearly. 

She heard Doris ask, “What happened at Yu Hui Academy?” 

rofessor Mu sighed and said, “At the end of the year, when Yu Hui Academy organized students to go 

out and train, someone died.” 

Hearing that, another teacher added, “Training is dangerous. In the past, there were students who died 

during training activities. That’s not shocking.” 

But Professor Mu said, “But it wasn’t an accident this time. It was man-made.” 

Hearing this, the expressions of the 12 teachers changed at the same time. “What happened?” 

“It was a tragedy caused by school bullying. The victim was a 19-year-old girl. Because of her stutter, and 

her useless ant beast form, she was always bullied in school. This time, the group of children humiliated 

her 

even more. The girl could not bear the humiliation and was forced to jump off the Broken Cliff.” 

rofessor Mu did not explicitly state what kind of ‘humiliation’ the girl had suffered, but to be able to 

force a little girl to jump off the cliff, the nature of the matter must be extremely vile. 

Doris knew about the Broken Cliff. She said, “There’s a poisonous gas barrier below the Broken Cliff. 

Even ordinary Grand Masters would barely survive if they enter. If the younger daughter falls into the 

Broken Cliff, 

‘m afraid she’ll die.” 

“That’s right. It’s said that on the first day of training, that girl was forced to jump off the Broken Cliff. It 

was only after the training ended and the teacher leading the team counted the number of people did 



they realize 

that one student was missing. Because the one who led the trouble was a core disciple of the Garo Clan, 

and that victim’s family background was ordinary with only a drunk father at home, the Garo Clan spent 

a few 

hundred thousand yuan as hush money to settle this matter.” 

“Because if this matter were to spread, it would damage the reputation of the Yu Hui Academy, the Yu 

Hui Academy had been keeping this matter under wraps. The day before yesterday, I went to attend the 

conference of the university alliance and met an old friend. That was when I heard about this.” 

With that said, Professor Mu stared solemnly at the twelve teachers in front of her. She said, “This sort 

of thing absolutely cannot happen in our Divine Realm Academy! I gathered all of you here to ask you all 

to 

observe the students’ private actions. If you discover the problem early, solve it in time. Do not let a 

tragedy happen like Yu Hui Academy did.” 

“Understood, Professor Mu!” 

“Understood, Professor Mu!” 

When Professor Mu saw Yu Huang, his gaze instantly became amiable. “Yu Huang, have you finished 

your seclusion?” 

Yu Huang was the only Dual Cultivator in the Holy Spirit Continent. She was also a Beast Tamer with S 

class potential in her beast form. She was the academy’s treasure, and Professor Mu also liked this child. 

For the past few days, Edward from the Purifying Spirit Department had been visiting the Beast Tamer 

Department every day in hopes of recruiting Yu Huang to study at the Purifying Spirit Department. 

However, Yu 

Huang was in seclusion, and Edward failed every time he came. 

Therefore, Professor Mu paid close attention to Yu Huang’s movements. 

Yu Huang bowed to Professor Mu before asking, “Professor Mu, can we talk in private?” 

Professor Mu smiled and said, “Of course.” 

Professor Mu brought Yu Huang directly to her office. 

Seeing that Yu Huang had slimmed down a little during this period of closed-door cultivation, Professor 

Mu went straight to the small cupboard after entering the office. 

She took out an exquisite plate, opened the fridge, and said to Yu Huang, “You haven’t eaten anything 

since you went into seclusion, right? I have cookies and milk tea in the fridge. Do you want some?” 

Yu Huang was naturally hungry, but she had a lot on her mind and had no appetite at all. 

Shaking her head, Yu Huang said, “Professor Mu, I’m not hungry. I just want to ask you something.” 

“There’s no hurry. Eat something to fill your stomach.” Professor Mu picked some biscuits for Yu Huang 

and poured a cup of milk tea. 



After placing the food in front of Yu Huang, Professor Mu sat down on another sofa before saying, “We’ll 

talk while you eat. Did Professor Edward from the Purifying Spirit Department look for you?” 

Other than that, Professor Mu could not guess anything else. 

Yu Huang was indeed a little thirsty. She picked up the milk tea and drank half a cup. She put down the 

teacup and wiped her mouth with a napkin before shaking her head and telling Professor Mu, “Professor 

Mu, I 

heard what you said in Professor Doris’ office.” 

Professor Mu said thoughtfully, “Are you trying to ask me about Yu Hui Academy?” 

“Okay.” 

“What do you want to ask?” 

Yu Huang said, “I want to know the name of the victim.” 

Professor Mu shook her head and said, “I don’t know the child’s name. I only know that she’s a first-year 

student.” 

Yu Huang hurriedly said, “I heard you say earlier that the girl is a stutterer, and her beast form is an ant, 

right?” 

“That’s right.” Professor Mu noticed that there was something wrong with Yu Huang’s expression. She 

suddenly had a bad guess. “Yu Huang, do you know that girl?” 

Yu Huang lowered her head and her curly eyelashes fluttered before she said, “That girl might be my 

friend.” Yu Huang looked up and bit her lip. “Her name is Anna Tao. She’s a stutterer.” 

Yu Huang lowered her head and her curly eyelashes fluttered before she said, “That girl might be my 

friend.” Yu Huang looked up and bit her lip. “Her name is Tao Anna. She’s a little stutterer.” 

She did not know what to say to comfort Yu Huang. 

Condolences? 

However, that child’s cause of death was unknown. How could she have the face to give Yu Huang her 

condolences? 

“Professor Mu, how did Yu Hui Academy explain her death?” 

rofessor Mu closed his eyes and sighed. “She lost her footing and fell off the cliff.” 

“Lost her footing and fell off the cliff…” Yu Huang suddenly laughed. Her laughter sounded a little 

harsh.” They bullied her and forced her to jump off the cliff. In the end, the explanation was her losing 

her footing and 

falling off the cliff? ” 

rofessor Mu could understand Yu Huang’s grief and indignation. 

Yu Huang wasn’t the only one who felt grief and indignation. When she heard about this, she was also 

furious. 



rofessor Mu let out a long sigh and told her, “Yu Huang, the Garo Clan is the richest cultivation clan in 

the Divine Realm Continent. The wealth accumulated by their clan surpasses even that of the royal Mo 

Clan of 

the Divine Moon Empire. The Garo Clan is also the biggest investor behind Yu Hui Academy. After this 

incident, the Garo Clan will definitely put pressure on Yu Hui Academy.” 

“That girl is really unfortunate. I heard that her father is an alcoholic who gave up criminal investigation 

after receiving the 500,000 yuan compensation fee from the academy. If even her biological father is like 

this, 

not to mention the academy.” 

Yu Huang had lived for more than two hundred years. Naturally, she understood that Yu Hui Academy 

would not offend a rich backer for the sake of Anna Tao. But when she thought of Anna, Yu Huang felt 

sad. 

How desperate must Anna have been when she jumped off the cliff? 

“Professor Mu, where is the Broken Cliff?” 

When Professor Mu realized what Yu Huang was going to do, her expression immediately changed. 

“There’s a poisonous barrier below the Broken Cliff. Even if you enter, I’ll probably lose a layer of skin. 

Yu Huang, don’t 

do anything stupid!” 

Yu Huang looked at Professor Mu calmly. She said, “Professor Mu, there were two Beast Tamers in Yong 

Hui High School. One is me and the other is Anna. I have my father, my mentor, and Sheng Xiao to 

protect me. 

But she is different.” 

“Anna doesn’t have a mother, and her father is a money-grubbing alcoholic. Since I know about this, I 

can’t just ignore it.” 
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“Anna is lying alone under the Broken Cliff. There isn’t even anyone to collect her corpse.” Yu Huang 

stood up and said, “The current me doesn’t have the ability to go to Yu Hui Academy to seek justice for 

her, but I can 

go to the Broken Cliff to collect her corpse.”. 

 


